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II Abstract 
In academic literature it is often suggested that the concept of postponement is beneficial in the 

batch process industry, but the implications of this concept in this specific industry are unknown. By 

observing the alkyd supply chain at DSM NeoResins
+
 (DNR+) as an example, insight are given about 

the effectiveness of postponement in the batch process industry. Results indicate that the service 

level increases, while the inventory related costs reduce. For DNR+ however, these advantages do no 

outweigh the major disadvantage that the smaller batches and the high fixed costs per batch, results 

in an increase in processing costs. An improvement in the first redesign, which decreases the fixed 

cost per batch, shows that postponement becomes more effective concerning the total relevant cots. 

This example illustrates the important condition that fixed costs per batch should be relatively low in 

order for postponement to be effective in batch process industries, which are characterized by high 

fixed costs.  
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III Management Summary 
This report provides an analysis of postponement of differentiating tasks (PDT), a specific typology of 

postponement, in the batch process industry. PDT aims at maintaining the product in an 

undifferentiated state  as long as possible and locating the Customer Order Decoupling Point (CODP) 

just before the point of differentiating. This concept is illustrated in Figure I. 

 

 
Figure I: concept of PDT 

To investigate the implication of PDT the alkyd resin supply chain of DNR+ is used as an example of 

the batch process industry. The production process of alkyd resins is characterized by: 

- Cleanings according to mutual tolerance of subsequent products 

- Shared resources, both equipment and operators 

- Predefined fixed technical batch sizes for reactors, which are larger than requested customer 

order sizes 

- Predefined customer priority classes 

- Predefined MTS or a MTO strategy for different end products 

- Two types of customer orders; normal orders (drums) and bulk orders (tank cars) 

- High fixed process costs per batch existing of cleaning costs, material costs and labour costs 

 

In the current situation, the service level of the alkyd resin production process is below target and 

part of the strategy of DNR+ is increasing this service level under the constraint that the total costs 

may not increase compared to the current situation. However, since many different end products 

exist, increasing the service level by increasing the safety stocks, would result in very high inventory 

related costs which is undesirable. 

 

The manufacturing process of alkyd resins has two stages; a reacting stage and a mixing stage. In the 

current situation there is a raw material stock point and an end product stock point. It is indicated 

that for some of the alkyd resin end products it is technically possible to make generic components in 

the reacting phase, store this generic component as intermediates and then differentiate them to the 

same end products in the mixing phase. So the reacting stage then equals process 1 in the first stage 

of Figure I and the mixing stage equals process 2 in the second stage of Figure I.  

 

There are several reasons that motivate that the PDT situation could be more beneficial compared to 

the current situation for the alkyd resin supply chain.  

The first major reason is the increase in the service level. Currently one of the following two 

strategies are applied for end products; a MTO strategy and a MTS strategy. For the end products 

with a MTO strategy the customer order decoupling point (CODP) could be relocated from the raw 

material stock point to the intermediate stock point, which reduces the lead time to customers and 

therefore increase the service level to customers.  
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A second major reason why PDT can be beneficial is the reduction in end product inventory. In the 

current situation the reacting phase has a technically determined fixed batch size. This batch size is 

larger than the customer order sizes and therefore in the current situation for the end products with 

a MTO strategy the remaining amount of produced product is kept on stock. Also for the end 

products with a MTS strategy the technical bath size determines the order quantity which is not 

necessarily the optimal quantity. These large batch sizes lead to high end product inventories and 

because there are many different end products the total end product inventory is high as well.  

 

Because of these advantage it is concluded that PDT could be beneficial for DNR+ but of course there 

also are some drawbacks. The alkyd resin production is characterized by high fixed costs per batch 

which will increase the processing costs in the mixing stage, because batches becomes smaller.  

 

This research serves as an example of the application of PDT in the batch process industry. All of the 

possible advantages and disadvantages are quantitatively investigated to give insights on whether 

implementing PDT is advisable for DNR+ or not. This is done by means of an analytical and simulation 

model. 

 

The results of this research are twofold. On the one hand, the inventory related costs for the 

products suitable for PDT reduces with 55%, leading to an overall reduction in inventory of 20%. 

Since the fixed costs per batch size are relatively high and smaller batch sizes lead to more batches, 

the costs of producing increase. This increase in costs is larger than the decrease in costs of keeping 

inventory. The most important cost factor which increase drastically is the cleaning cost. In the 

current situation cleaning is done for the reacting and mixing phase subsequently and therefore no 

additional amount of cleaning solution is necessary for the mixings stage. However, if these two 

process are decoupled additional cleanings in the mixing phase are necessary for the products 

suitable for DPT. The additional costs for this situation rise up to 60%. Sensitivity analysis show that 

with the additional cleaning costs, the total relevant costs will always be more expensive in the 

situation with PDT than in the current situation. Therefore it is concluded that this additional 

cleaning should be eliminated by allocating a fixed mixer to an intermediate group. Since different 

end products in a certain intermediate group are all tolerant no cleaning is necessary.  

 

The concept of PDT with this improvement already is more interesting since the total relevant costs 

then show a small saving after implementation of PDT. The remaining fixed costs per batch like 

labour costs and material costs are still too high to result in major advantages concerning the total 

relevant costs. Due to the creation of more routine and more fixed routes the fixed costs per batch 

are expected to be reduced, but the exact effect cannot be measured. If the fixed costs for the 

additional batches could be eliminated completely, the concept of PDT becomes more interesting for 

DNR+. The products suitable for PDT than have an decrease in inventory of 85%, leading to an overall 

decrease in inventory of 30%. Looking at the total relevant costs this is an improvement of 15% since 

the major costs of DNR+ come from labour- and other process costs and inventory related costs is 

only a smaller part. 

 

Furthermore for the products which have a relatively high demand per period the effectiveness of 

PDT diminishes as well. These products do not suffer much from the large technical batch sizes and 

therefore the effect on the total relevant costs is minimal. 

 

On the other hand the increase in service level is relatively low since the products suitable for PDT do 

not have a major impact on the total service level. The overall relative service level for the products 

suitable for PDT increased from 0.9684 to 0.9988. This increase however, is faded away if the overall 

relative service level of all end products is compared. Then the service level will only increase from 

0.9285 to 0.9431. Apparently, the products suitable for PDT are not the cause of the service level 

being below target. A deeper investigation into this result shows that in the current situation some of 
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the end products with a MTO strategy, can never reach the desired service level. Also the opposite 

holds that some end products with a MTS strategy could be produced according to a MTO strategy 

when taking the production lead time, and the lead time desired by customers into account. A 

reconsideration of the strategy for certain products therefore is recommendable. 

 

In conclusion the high fixed costs on batches and the fact that the products which are suitable for 

PDT do not contribute to the low service level are several reasons why PDT for DNR+ is not very 

beneficial. Instead a critical look at the decision for having a MTO or a MTS strategy is advisable. 

 

Since investigating the effect of PDT in the batch process industry requires a complete supply chain 

optimization which is often very complex and time consuming, no examples of PDT in the batch 

process industry are known. The many suggestions in literature about the expected positive effects 

of PDT in the batch process industry make sure that practitioners do think about implementing this 

concept. However, they cannot verify if it is beneficial in their situation, due to a lack of knowledge 

about implementation and conditions for effectiveness of PDT in the batch process industry.  

 

Looking at the specific characteristics of the batch process industry the results found in the example 

of DNR+ can give an good indication about conditions for effectiveness of PDT in the batch process 

industry. Since high fixed costs per batch in the batch process industry are very common, a very 

important condition for considering PDT is that a practitioner should have relatively low fixed costs 

per batch or be able to reduce the fixed costs per batch.  

 

Another characteristic of the batch process industry is that (technical) batch sizes are often larger 

than customer order sizes and therefore the remaining amount of product should be kept on stock. If 

the demand per period is low this results in having high inventories for longer periods. But if the 

demand per period is high this remaining amount is used quickly and therefore the larger batch sizes 

are not much of a problem. Therefore a second condition for effectiveness is that if the demand per 

period should be relatively low compared to the batch sizes. The longer it takes to for one batch to 

be completely delivered to customers the more effective PDT becomes. 

 

Finally, the batch process industry is characterized by having a large amount of end products and 

because keeping all these end products on stock would result in high stock costs, often a MTO 

strategy is applied. Because of this MTO strategy, PDT for these products implies the possibility to 

relocate the CODP further downstream, resulting in a lower lead time and therefore an increase in 

service level for these products is likely to occur. However, finding a common component for the 

different end products is hard and therefore most likely not all end products are suitable for PDT. The 

last condition for effectiveness therefore is that the products with the lowest service level should be 

suitable for PDT to gain higher improvements on  the service level. 

 

It is concluded that although in literature the benefits of PDT are often underlined, implementing 

PDT in the batch process industry is certainly no guarantee for finding these benefits. A very critical 

investigation about where in the current situation the highest costs are found, whether (technical) 

batch sizes in the current situation are relatively high compared to the demand per period and what 

products are suitable for PDT should be done to verify if PDT indeed can be beneficial in a specific 

situation.  
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1 Introduction 
This chapter provides an introduction to the problem which is covered in this Master Thesis and 

elaborates the outline of this report.  

 

1.1 Introduction to the Problem 
For many companies it becomes increasingly important to focus on satisfying the customer’s demand 

more rapidly, in order to keep up with the competitors. Words as agility and responsiveness are used 

in many companies’ strategies. In much literature, postponement is suggested as a method to realize 

these strategies. Alderson (1950) already introduced the concept of postponement from a marketing 

point of view. He stated that by postponing changes in form and identity of the product to the latest 

possible point in the marketing flow, risks related to marketing operations could be reduced (Wong, 

Wikner, & Naim, 2009). More recently, the concept of postponement is extensively discussed in the 

supply chain literature. Currently, the most commonly used view on postponement is given by van 

Hoek (2001), who refers to postponement as a concept whereby activities in the supply chain are 

delayed until a customer demand occurs. There are many different typologies of postponement and 

to avoid confusion, this research considers ‘postponement of differentiating tasks’. In this report, the 

following important definitions are used: 

 

Differentiating tasks: Tasks after which the ability to change the output into a different kind of end 

product is smaller than before executing the task (Lee & Tang, 1997). 

 

Postponement of Differentiating Tasks (PDT): Maintain the product in an undifferentiated state for 

as much of the manufacturing process as possible (Lee & Tang, 1997). 

 

Although the postponement concept is frequently applied in the discrete industry, academic 

literature does not pay much attention to this concept in the process industries (Shah, 2005). Due to 

a lack of knowledge on implementation and the relevant criteria of PDT in the batch process industry, 

practitioners cannot verify if it is beneficial and therefore no examples can be found in literature 

(Boone, Craighead, & Hanna, 2007). Therefore, this Master Thesis studies the effect of implementing 

PDT in a batch process industry supply chain, as an example for the rest of the industry. It 

investigates the effects of PDT on average inventory levels, supply chain related costs and service 

performance, to find the conditions under which PDT is likely to beneficial. Investigating the effect of 

PDT in a full supply chain requires the modelling of the complete supply chain without and with PDT, 

including all optimizations, which often is complex and time consuming. Therefore, it is useful to 

have some general conditions for effectiveness. Consequently, an initial research question is: 

 

What are the implications of PDT for the batch process industry and what are the conditions 

necessary in order for PDT to be effective in this industry?  

 

An analytical and a simulation model of an exemplary supply chain is developed to verify several 

advantages and disadvantages of PDT and to find conditions of when this concept is beneficial. This 

requires a complete supply chain optimization in which problems as setting safety stocks, calculating 

optimal reorder levels and determining waiting times of queues with non-preemptive priority and 

multiple servers can be found. The analytical model is used for indicating preliminary results on the 

effectiveness and for parameters setting of the simulation model. The simulation model extends the 

analytical model with some more exact and additional outputs. 

 

The alkyd resins supply chain of DSM NeoResins
+
 (DNR+) in Hoek van Holland is used as an example. 

This supply chain currently has a service level of 90% while the target is 95% and therefore DNR+ 

wants increase this service level under the condition that the total supply chain costs do not increase. 

PDT is considered as a strategy to achieve this goal, but the exact implication of PDT in their supply 
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chain and whether this is beneficial is unknown. Therefore, the research question as indicated can be 

specified for DNR+ into: 

 

What are the implications of PDT for DNR+ and could it be a solution for the problem that the desired 

customer service level in the current situation is below target? 

 

 

1.2 Report Outline 
The method of Kempen and Keizer (2006) is used to structure this research project, it gives a good 

overview on how to apply theories in practice. They describe a way of doing effective business 

research and since the project is conducted for both practical and academic reasons this method 

seems appropriate. The method involves a ten step approach, where they divide those ten steps into 

three different phases. In Table 1.1 these three different phases are indicated, referring to the 

corresponding chapters and activities described in this project.  

 

Phase Chapter Activities 

Orientation 1 Introduction 

 2 Background information of the concept and the batch 

process industry 

 3 Current situation of the example supply chain 

Research and Solution 4 Research assignment 

 5 Redesign of the example supply chain 

 6 Analytical model 

Implementation 7 Implementation in simulation model 

 8 Results  

 9  Conclusions and Recommendations 

Table 1.1: Report outline based on the 10 step approach of Kempen & Keizer (2006) 

The first chapter provides a small introduction into the problem that, due to a gap in literature, not 

much is known about the effects of PDT in the batch process industry and conditions are necessary ir 

order for PDT to be effective. The remainder of the report is organized as follows. 

 

In chapter 2 some background knowledge is provided about the concept of PDT and the batch 

process industry. It clarifies that this research is conducted to provide conditions for the 

effectiveness of PDT.  

In chapter 3 the supply chain which is used as an example of the batch process industry is 

introduced. The company as well as the production process are shortly elaborated and the current 

planning and control mechanism is discussed in more detail. The reason for discussing this 

extensively is that implementation of PDT requires a complete supply chain redesign which should be 

based on the current situation as much as possible. 

In chapter 4 the research assignment is discussed, in which the aim of this project and the problem 

statement are discussed more extensively. It is indicated that during this project much theoretical 

background is used under which theories about reorder levels, optimal order quantities, queuing 

theory, average inventory levels and lead time calculations. Finally the research question are 

presented in the chapter. 

In chapter 5 the redesign is discussed qualitatively to indicate all the input, decision and performance 

parameters, trade-offs and functional requirements. Where possible the inputs and rules of the 

current situation are used to eventually being able to make a fair comparison.  

In chapter 6 the analytical model is elaborated, which will provide the setting of the decision 

parameters and some initial results to gain some feeling about the possibilities of PDT in the supply 

chain under scope. While discussing the feasibility of the redesign is could preliminary be concluded 
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that the redesign could not be feasible and therefore an additional change to eliminate a part of the 

high fixed costs per batch is proposed. These high fixed costs per batch resulted is much more 

expensive processing costs which is undesirable. With the proposed adaptation to the redesign the 

benefits were not very high but sufficient to do some more research. 

Therefore, in chapter 7 the implementation of the analytical model into an simulation model is 

elaborated. The simulation model is tested extensively and provides almost all the possible 

performance measures related to the advantages and disadvantages of PDT. 

Chapter 8 discusses the results of the simulation model. It is concluded that due to high fixed costs 

per batch and the few product suitable for PDT, the benefits of PDT are minimal. A sensitivity analysis 

shows that if fixed costs could be decreased or when demand per period would decrease the 

effectiveness of PDT increases. Finally in a more elaborate feasibility check, it is indicated that due to 

the currently defined MTO and MTS strategies for certain end products, it would not be possible to 

reach the desired service level for DNR+. A reconsideration of this strategy therefore is 

recommendable. 

Chapter 9 finally discusses the conclusions and elaborates the recommendations for DNR+ and for 

future research in more detail. 
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2 Postponement of Differentiating Tasks 
This chapter provides the necessary background information of the concept of Postponement of 

Differentiating Tasks (PDT) in the batch process industry. First, the concept is PDT is defined to avoid 

confusion about this concept. Then, the important characteristics of the batch process industry in 

relation with PDT are described. All the possible advantages and disadvantages of PDT with respect 

to the batch process industry are given, which will serve as a guide for the rest of this study in 

determining whether PDT is beneficial in the batch process industry.  

 

2.1 General Concept of PDT  

The postponement type used in this Master Thesis is postponement of differentiation tasks (PDT), 

often referred to as delaying product differentiation. The terms delaying product differentiation and 

postponement are often used interchangeably (Caux, David, & Pierreval, 2005), but postponement 

relates to more than only delaying product differentiation until the latest possible point in time. To 

avoid confusion and to make clear that in this report a specific typology of postponement is meant, 

the more extensive term, postponement of differentiating task (PDT) is used. In Figure 2.1 the 

concept is explained graphically. 

 

 
Figure 2.1: Concept of PDT 

 

The figure shows that the production process is split up into two stages which currently are executed 

specifically for a certain end product.  PDT results in producing a common component in stage 1, 

store this common component (which is called an intermediate) and then differentiate this 

component into different end products. 

 

2.2 PDT in the Batch Process Industry 
According to APICS (1984), process industries are defined as ‘businesses that add value to materials 

by mixing, separating, forming or chemical reactions’. These processes may be either continuous or 

batch wise, and they generally require rigid process control. The processes mentioned can only be 

executed efficiently using large installations, which tend to be very expensive (Fransoo & Rutten, 

1994). In the batch process industry, products often are specific to customer demands (variant, size 

quality, packaging, etc.) and therefore the industry tends to have a large number of end products. 

Because of this, often a make-to-order strategy is used to avoid very large numbers of finished 

products inventory (Caux, David, & Pierreval, 2005). All the different kinds of products often share 

the same resources which makes planning and scheduling complex, since considerations about 

prioritising need to be made. Customers also have to wait the entire production process for their 

products to be completed if a make-to-order strategy is applied. This results in large lead times and 

high work in process (Fransoo & Rutten, 1994). Batch sizes often do not match demand, which makes 

it complicated to perform a complete MTO strategy (Caux, David, & Pierreval, 2005). In the process 

industries, fixed production costs tend to dominate (Shah, 2005), resulting in high added value 

(Fransoo & Rutten, 1994) to end products. The value of end products predominantly comes from 

direct labour (Crama, Pochet, & Wera, 2001). Based on these characteristics of the batch process 
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industry the general advantages and disadvantages of PDT found literature have been linked to the 

batch process industry. 

 

Van den Eijnde (2010) sums up all advantages and disadvantages of PDT found in literature and 

highlights the ones specifically important for the batch process industry. Furthermore, some missing 

advantages about the reduction of off-spec stock and reduction on risks on end inventory have been 

added. The resulting important advantages and disadvantages of PDT in the batch process industry  

are found in Figure 2.2. In this figure the (dis)advantages are allocated to a certain process step in the 

supply chain. The green text represents advantages and the red text represents disadvantages. The 

blue and orange texts are respectively advantages and disadvantages which can occur but are less 

likely to occur. 

 

Figure 2.2: advantages and disadvantages of PDT in the batch process industry 

Many batch process industries aim at minimising the lead time to customers and increasing the 

customer service levels. Although the adoption of a full make-to-stock strategy with very high safety 

stocks would lead to this goal, this would involve prohibitively high inventory costs caused by the 

large number of end products (Caux, David, & Pierreval, 2005). Looking at the advantages and 

disadvantages, it is concluded that the concept of PDT could be the solution for achieving the goal of 

the batch process industry, without the large inventory costs.  

 

2.3 Conditions for effectiveness of PDT in the batch process industry 
Currently in literature not much can be found on the implementation decisions and therefore PDT is 

not much applied in the batch process industry. The verification of the effectiveness of PDT is the 

batch process industry requires a complete and often time consuming supply chain optimization Van 

den Eijnde (2010). The approach on designing operations planning and control systems of Bertrand et 

al. (1992) can be used to find the relevant input parameters needed to set the relevant decision 

parameters, which finally lead to the output parameters on which a deliberate decision can be made 

to implement PDT or not. Van den Eijnde (2010) has extensively elaborated this approach, and also 

discussed that it is useful to find several conditions for the effectiveness of PDT without having to 

collect all the input parameters to find the output parameters. These conditions for the effectiveness 

of PDT in the batch process industry currently do not exist yet. 
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3 Current Situation 
This chapter elaborates the current situation of the example used in this research. The first section 

gives some background information about the organization and the process under scope. In the 

second section, the current planning and control mechanisms are discussed. 

 

3.1 Background Information 
In this section, both the company as the specific product family are discussed, as well as the current 

supply chain of this specific product family. Furthermore, the scope which is used in this research is 

defined. 

 

3.1.1 General Information about DNR+
1
 

DNR+ is part of Royal DSM N.V. which creates innovative products and services in Life Sciences and 

Materials Sciences. Within DSM, a business group DSM Resins exist, and this business group consists 

of four business units; DSM Composite Resins, DSM Desotech, DSM NeoResins+ and DSM Powder 

Coating Resins. With 1,200 employees, DNR+ is the largest Business Unit within the Resins Business 

Group. DNR+ is a global producer of innovative specialty resins, suited to fulfil the needs of the 

Coatings and Graphic Arts industries. DNR+'s global headquarters is located in Waalwijk. The business 

segments of DNR+ are shown in Figure 3.1. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.1: business segments of DNR+ 

The mission of DNR+ is to be a leading, global producer of innovative specialty resins, uniquely suited 

to fulfil the needs of the Coatings and Graphic Arts industries. To realize this mission DNR+ 

formulated the following business strategy: ‘DNR+ wants to realize a sustainable growth by 

responding as quickly as possible to the customers and their market needs’. This somewhat vague 

business strategy indicates DNR+ its desire to increase customer service levels. 

 

3.1.2 Alkyd Resin Product Family 

The production facility of under scope is located in Hoek van Holland where different product 

families are produced. The product family of scope is the solvent based alkyd family. An alkyd is a oil-

based polyester which is used in paints and varnishes. This product family is chosen  because in this 

product family it is already indicated that the concept of PDT should be technically possible. 

However, the exact technical possibilities are still unknown. 

The product family within DSM Neoresins
+
 (DNR+) consists of four different types of alkyds; 

thixotropic, urethane, high solid alkyds and normal solvent based alkyds. The thixotropic and high 

solid alkyd are strategic products for DNR+ and therefore gain priority over the other types of alkyds. 

In total, 100 different alkyd resins are produced by DNR+ on the production facility in Hoek van 

Holland. Some of these products are produced according to an MTS strategy and some according to 

an MTO strategy. 

                                                           
1
Source general information: http://www.dsm.com/en_US/html/dnr/Brochures_and_publications.htm 
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3.1.3 Alkyd Resin Supply Chain 

The current supply chain of the alkyd resins of DNR+ basically consists of the following steps: 

1) Delivery of raw materials; 2) Reacting; 3) Mixing; 4) Filtering; 5) Filling and; 6) Delivery of end 

products. As depicted in Figure 3.2, there are two controlled stock points: the storage of raw 

materials and the storage of end products. A brief elaboration of each step of the process is given 

below. 

 

 
Figure 3.2: Supply chain of the alkyds 

Delivery of raw materials: Ordering decisions are made based on the inventory policy determined by 

DNR+. Raw materials are delivered to DNR+ by different external suppliers which all have different 

lead times varying from a few days up to several weeks.  

 

Storage of raw materials: There are more or less 100 different kinds of raw materials in solid or 

liquid form, which all have their own dedicated storage location. Raw materials are almost always 

available if needed; in 2010, only in 0,7% of the cases where raw materials were needed, one or 

more of the raw materials were not available.  

 

Manufacturing process: The manufacturing process is executed 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

Production starts in a reactor. Then, the product flows to one of the possible mixing vessels via a 

pipeline. From the mixer, the material flows through a filter. Some filters are dedicated for a certain 

mixers and some filters are shared by several mixers. After filtering the product, it goes either via a 

filling line into a tank car or via another filling line into a drum. The reacting phase deals with many 

uncertainties, like a high variance in the processing time, off-spec production, and reactor 

breakdowns. The mixing stage has not many uncertainties. Often the filtering and filling are seen as a 

part of the mixing stage, since the mixing vessels are still occupied until the last amounts of products 

are filled. If two subsequent products are intolerant the reactors and mixing vessels are cleaned in 

between these two products. The different process steps are explained in more detail in Appendix I. 

 

Storage of end products 

This stock point stores end products with an MTS strategy, but also the products with a MTO 

strategy. If the batch size does not match the order quantity, the excess of MTO products for which 

no demand exists yet is stored for future demand. Products are stored in drums and most often have 

an initial shelf life of approximately 1 year. This implies that shelf life of a product plays a role in 

inventory management decisions. 

 

Delivery of end product 

Delivery of end-products is done directly from stock if all the product is available on stock. 

 

3.1.4 Scope of the Project 

This project focuses on the solvent based alkyds product family, including urethanes, thixotropic 

alkyds and high solid alkyds. Since PDT implementation requires a complete supply chain view (Van 

Hoek, 1997) the scope will include the whole supply chain of the alkyd resin product family. 

However, since no information about the bill of materials (BOM) is available, in the current and new 

situation (the BOM is strictly confidential), data related to raw materials such as availability, 
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purchasing prices, quantity discounts and quality of the material cannot be taken into account. This 

implies that the ordering and delivery process of raw materials is out of scope.  

Furthermore, the delivery of end products to the customers will be left out of scope as well. The 

reason is that this process will not change when implementing PDT. The end product portfolio, the 

way of transporting these end products and in what state and packaging materials they are 

transported do not change and are therefore irrelevant to this research.  In conclusion, the scope of 

the project will only manufacturing process of alkyd resins, as depicted in Figure 3.4. 

 

 
Figure 3.4: System boundaries for this project of the alkyd resin production of DNR+ 

Figure 3.4 shows that the production of alkyd resins of DNR+ has inflows and outflows. The outflows 

are depicted wit grey arrows and are the results of the production process. The inflows are depicted 

with black arrows and are needed to start the production process. The production of alkyd resins of 

DNR+ involves a product stream which runs from the left to the right and a decision stream which 

runs from the right to the left.  

For the product stream holds that all transformations and actions taken to perform these 

transformations within the box are within the scope of the project. For example, the storage of raw 

materials is out of scope but the next step, the picking of the raw materials in the case of alkyds resin 

production, is within the scope of the model.  

On the other hand, the decision stream in Figure 3.4 is triggered by a customer order and decisions 

need to be made to satisfy this customer order. These decisions include if an order will be delivered 

from stock if possible, when to start producing an order, what batch size to use if production is 

started. Eventually, it will result into decisions on procurement orders of raw materials. All decisions 

that lie in between the arrival of a customer order and decisions on procurement of raw materials 

are within the box and taken into account. 

 

A very important demarcation of this project is that it will focus on the supply chain issues only and 

all technical issues are out of scope. However, technical feasibility is taken into account in the form 

that technical possibilities for generic products will be discussed with the engineers within DNR+, 

who in turn provided technical constraints a PDT redesign should fit. 

 

3.2 Current Planning and Control Mechanism 
This section describes the current planning and control mechanism, using the tools provided by 

Bertrand et. al. (1992) since these are perfect for describing supply chain processes rather than work 

flow processes, which are less important for this research. Furthermore, this method makes a 

translation into a PDT redesign easier. This section will elaborate the function of Goods Flow Control
2
 

(GFC), the decoupling points
3
 and Production Units

4
 (PUs) in current supply chain control. Based on 

this, the current decision parameters, constraints, trade-off and functional requirements will be 

given. 

                                                           
2
 GFC specifies a decision function that specifies output requirements for the PU's such that, if realized by the 

PU, together lead to production system output that satisfies the output requirements (Bertrand, 2004). 
3
 A decoupling point is a stock point between PUs which is needed because of uncertainty in the demand, the 

processes or the yield of the processes, because of the products structure resulting in differences in 

commonality and because of capacity bottlenecks in the system (Bertrand, Wortmann, & Wijngaard, 1992). 
4
 A PU is a part of the production process which is ideally self-contained and aims at achieving the agreed 

performance, given specific environmental conditions (Bertrand, 2004). 
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Current Decoupling Points 

There are two decoupling points in the current process: the raw material stock point and the end 

product stock point. Having an end product stock decoupling point is inevitable for both the MTO 

and the MTS products. For MTO products since batch sizes are often larger than customer order sizes 

and the remaining product is kept on stock to serve future customers. For MTO products, this 

decoupling point therefore is an uncontrolled stock point. For MTS products, this decoupling point 

therefore is a controlled stock point. It is positioned after the production process because compared 

to before the process, a substantial shift in uncertainty about demand and uncertainty in the 

production is made.  

The first reason for decoupling the process at the raw material stock point is that there is a large 

difference in commonality of the raw materials, and secondly because of synchronization. Some raw 

materials are unique for only one type of end products (low commonality), whereas some raw 

materials are used in many different end products (high commonality). Especially for the highly 

common raw materials, a decoupling point is useful because uncertainties in raw material demand 

can be combined. Since the raw materials required for a batch are needed at the same time, 

synchronization is necessary between these raw materials, making it useful to make a decoupling 

point here. Note that the control of this decoupling point is outside the scope of the research. 

 

The current design of operation planning and control of the alkyd resin production process can be 

seen in Figure 3.5, depicting the two decoupling points and GFC. Furthermore, it indicates that there 

exists one PU. The function of this PU and GFC will be explained in the next two sections.  

 

Figure 3.5: production process of alkyd production depicted with GFC, PUs and operations 

 

3.2.1 Goods Flow Control 

This overall control unit controls the processes which need an overall supply chain view. Bertrand et. 

al. (1992) indicate that GFC, given certain constraints, makes decisions about order acceptance, the 

placement of production and procurement orders, the total available capacity and the allocation of 

the total available capacity to manufacturing steps. The available capacity in the current situation is 

fixed and therefore is no decision parameter for GFC in the alkyd resin supply chain of DNR+. The 

allocation of the capacity is not taken into account in this research, since no information is available 

about this. As a result, the following decision parameters
5
, constraints

6
, trade-offs and functional 

requirement are indicated: 

                                                           
5
 Decision parameters are the ways on which a PU or GFC can influence the process. 
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Decision Parameters:  

- Order acceptance 

- Placement of production order based on 

o Location of the Customer Order Decoupling Point
7
 (CODP) for each end product 

o Work order release strategy 

o Reorder level for each end product at the end product stock point 

Constraints: 

- Maximal utilization of the production unit must be ≤ 1 

Trade-off: 

The main trade-off for Goods Flow Control is the decision of the location of the CODP. An 

MTO strategy for a product leads to long lead times for customers but not very high 

inventories, whereas a MTS strategy leads to high inventories and no long lead times. 

Another trade-off for Goods Flow Control is the height of the reorder levels. A high reorder 

level gives a higher customer service performance, but also high inventory costs, whereas a 

low reorder level gives lower performance but also lower inventory costs. 

Functional Requirement: 

The functional requirement (FR) of the production process for DNR+ is that a complete order 

placed by a customer for a certain product should be delivered within the requested lead 

time of that customer, with a reliability of 95% (On Time In Full (OTIF) on request). Next to 

this FR, DNR+ has an additional FR that the complete order placed by a customer should be 

delivered within a by DNR+ promised lead time, with a reliability of 99% (OTIF on promise). 

 

An important note here is that DNR+ currently is changing her strategy from a variable lead 

time to a fixed lead time to customers, which means that instead of waiting what a customer 

asks, DNR+ communicates a fixed lead time. In this research, this fixed lead time is already 

taken into account. The DNR+ service level definitions are translated into a service level 

based on a fixed lead time per product. For each product, the fixed lead time is set such that 

it would have suited for 98% of all customers in 2010. The FR of the production process then 

becomes that the total order placed by a customer should be delivered within the fixed lead 

time, with a reliability of 97%, because this would have resulted in the 95% OTIF on request 

in 2010. 

 

Current application of decision parameters: 

Order acceptance:  

Order acceptance currently is elaborated by DNR+ by verifying the amount of work in progress (WIP) 

and order queue such that a time can be estimated for delivering a product. If this time is larger than 

the requested lead time of the customer, the order is not accepted and a lead time which would be 

reachable is communicated. A customer can then decide to accept this longer lead time. Data about 

the orders with the new delivery date is available but unfortunately, there is no information available 

about the lost orders. Therefore, order acceptance is not taken into account.  

 

Location of the CODP:  

The location of the CODP determines if a MTO or a MTS strategy is applied for a specific end product. 

This decision is based on the number of orders per period, sales volume, the number of customers 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
6
 Four types of constraints could be distinguished (Bertrand, Wortmann, & Wijngaard, 1992): Batching 

constraints, sequence constraints, workload constraints and capacity constraints. 
7
 A CODP is a point in the supply chain where downstream of this point all production processes are executed 

to satisfy customer orders already placed. Upstream of the CODP, all production processes are executed in 

anticipation of future customer orders (Bertrand, Wortmann, & Wijngaard, 1992). 
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and the batch size versus customer order size. With these parameters, an initial classification of a 

MTO or a MTS strategy is made which is fine tuned with parameters such as shelf life, forecast 

accuracy and whether or not it is a strategic product. There are currently two possible locations for 

the CODP because of the two decoupling points as indicated in Figure 3.6.  

 

 

Figure 3.6: Possible production strategies and position of the CODP in the current situation 

 

The MTO strategy  implies that CODP is located at the raw material stock point and the MTS strategy 

implies that the CODP is located at the end product stock point. Currently 54% of the observed 

products have a MTO strategy and 46% have a MTS strategy.  

 

Work order release strategy:  

The work order release strategy of the PU is currently based on a forecasting method. For end 

products with an MTS strategy, a safety stock is set and for the end products with a MTO strategy an 

order is placed soon as an customer order arrives for which no sufficient stock is left. Because 

forecast based replenishments are somewhat arbitrary and therefore hard to model, the releases of 

work orders is changed to setting reorder levels in a model based way. Having a reorder level and 

releasing work orders based on forecast are comparable approaches. This is also in line with the 

thoughts of DNR+, since they recently started a project to set reorder levels instead of forecasting.  

 

In this research, the release of an order with a MTS strategy is done based on an (s,Q)-policy (Silver et 

al., 1998). If the stock level gets below the reorder level s, order quantity Q is released. An (s,Q)-

policy assumes a stationary demand situation. In Appendix II it can be seen that although a seasonal 

trend is expected in this business no significant trend could be found for either the total demand as 

for individual products, showing that a stationary demand situation is correct in this case. However, 

the from the current product portfolio many products are rationalised, demand patterns could 

change. Therefore it is recommended that more research is done to the stationarity of the demand in 

the future.   

 

An (s,Q)-strategy is a logical strategy since the order size Q should always be equal to the technical 

batch size of the reactor. Knowing we have a fixed order quantity, two types of models are possible: 

a continuous or non-continuous review period. Since many uncertainties need to be taken into 

account, it would be best to use a continuous review period. 

 

An important and interesting note here is that DNR+ faces two types of demand. A demand for 

drums, which in this report will be referred to as a normal customer order and a demand for tank 

cars, which will be referred to as bulk demand. Demand for a tank car, bulk demand, always has a 

MTO strategy, even if there still is sufficient stock left to deliver the total amount ordered, because 

DNR+ will not repack the drums into the tank car. Instead, they will produce this order from the start 

and fill it immediately into a tank car. Since the reactor size often is larger than the amount ordered 

for the tank car, the remaining quantity will be filled into drums and put on stock. As a result, every 

time a tank car order is asked, the end product stock point receives a certain quantity of drums. The 
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inventory position therefore will not only increase when the inventory position reaches its reorder 

level, but it also will increase when a tank car order is received. Figure 3.7 gives an indication of this 

principle. 

 

 
Figure 3.7: principle of the arrival of bulk orders on the average inventory level  

Setting reorder levels:  

A reorder level is based on a safety stock. Setting safety stocks of the end product stock points is 

currently done with the formula as described by De Kok (2000) which multiplies the variance of 

demand during the lead time with a safety factor. The variance of the demand during lead time is 

based on the variance of the averages of demand per month during 8 months and multiplied by the 

lead time in months. A lead time is chosen for which DNR+ knows for sure that this lead time almost 

never occurs. Furthermore a safety factor of 1,64 is used. It is concluded that although this approach 

seems quite advanced, the execution in this way leads to quite arbitrary safety stocks, because 

demand per period is not normally distributed and the variance of average demand does not 

represent the real variance. 

3.2.2 Production Unit 1: Reacting and Mixing 

This PU involves the whole manufacturing process. The decisions, which need to be made in this PU, 

are made once, at the decision to start a reacting process. All remaining operations follow directly 

and therefore all activities are placed in one PU. Basically, this PU consists of two operations; reacting 

and mixing/filtering/filling. The latter one consists of three activities but since the mixing vessels are 

still in use if filtering and filling are running, this can be seen as one operation.  

These operations have attributes like indicated in Bertrand et. al. (1992) and Table 3.1 and 3.2 give 

an elaboration of the attributes of the two operations.  

 

Operation reacting: 

Attribute Description 

Duration 

Reaction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Duration 

Cleaning 

Each product has a minimal necessary reaction time for a certain product. It cannot 

occur that a reaction is finished earlier than this time. It can however occur that 

due to uncertainties, the reacting stage takes longer. Possible uncertainties are 

failure of hardware and fluctuations in reaction which need to be corrected. 

 

The reacting stage duration is a fixed amount of time plus a variable part. This 

variable part is for all products the same, since products are equally difficult to 

make. This variable part of the duration has a Log-logistic distribution with a 

median of 271 and a shape of 0,6. (See Probability in Appendix IIIa) 

 

Cleaning a reactor is necessary if two subsequent products are intolerant. The time 

it takes to clean a reactor on average will be 360 minutes. 

 

Tools  The tool required for reacting is cleaning solution. Per cleaning an average amount 

of 2700 kg is necessary. The cleaning solution is assumed to be always available. 
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Pattern of 

capacity 

requirements 

Action Reactor Capacity Operator Capacity 

Cleaning 360 min 18 min 

Reacting Fixed + variable part 365 min 

 
 

State of 

materials 

needed 

Raw materials enter this reaction stage. The quality of the raw materials can differ 

and this could have an effect on the reacting time and/or the quality of the 

produced product. 

 

State of 

materials 

after 

completion 

After completion an intermediate product is ready, which will be transported 

directly to the mixing vessels. The quality of the intermediate can differ. Since the 

reacting stage is the most complex stage it can occur here that products are out-of-

spec. There are 4 different qualities possible like indicated below. There are no 

products which are more difficult to produce than other product and the 

probability of producing an off-spec product is equal for all products. 

 

Quality Description Probability 

1 On Spec 0.965 

2 Not on spec, but sufficient to sell: 

To a normal customer (against lower price) 

On an outlet 

0.028 

0.1 

0.9 

3 Not on spec, but could be reworked 0.005 

4 Not on spec and need to be discarded 0.002 

  

Table 3.1: attributes of the reacting operation 

Operation mixing/filtering/filling: 

Attribute Value 

Duration 

Mixing, 

Filtering and 

Filling 

The duration of mixing does not vary a lot and is therefore assumed to be constant. 

A distinction is made between the high solid alkyds and thixotropic alkyds on the 

one hand and the remaining alkyds on the other hand. The former on average take 

1680 min and the latter on average takes 1320 min to complete the whole mixing 

stage. 

 

Tools  The tools required for the mixing stage are filter candles and filter bags, and drums 

and tank cars. All of these tools are assumed to be always available.  

For filtration 9 filter candles and 1 filter bag is necessary. One set of filter candles 

and a filter bag are changes after on average 45000 kg flow of material or if two 

subsequent products are intolerant. 

 

Pattern of 

capacity 

requirements 

Action Mixing Vessel 

Capacity 

Filtering 

Capacity 

Filling line 

Capacity 

Operator 

Capacity 

Mixing 720 min 0 min 0min 155 min 

Filtering fixed 120 min 120 min 0min 15min 

Changing filters 35 min 35 min 0min 35 min 

Filling 1 drum 5 min 5 min 5 min 5 min 

Filling 1 tank car 240 min 240 min 240 min 62 min 

 
 

State of 

materials 

needed 

Two types of materials are needed; the product produced in the reacting operation 

and a solvent. It is assumed that the solvent is always available and always of the 

same quality. Solvent and intermediate product are necessary in a certain preset 
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ratio. This ratio is already included in the quantities for producing on a reactor.  

 

State of 

materials 

after 

completion 

After completion of this operation the end product is ready to go to customers. The 

product is packed in a drum of 180 kg, 190 kg or 200 kg or filled into a tank car. For 

convenience it is assumed that drums have a volume of 190 kg and that a tank car 

order always fit into 1 tank car.  

If a filter was not changed in time, it can occur here as well that a product is off-

spec after this phase, however, it does happen only in 1% of all batches.  

 

Table 33.2.2: attributes of the mixing/filtering/filling operation 

For PU1 the following decision parameters, constraints, trade-offs and FRs play a role.  

 

Decision Parameters: 

- Sequence of producing 

- Which reactor to use for which order 

Constraints: 

Batch sizes are fixed and equal to reactor volume 

There are 4 reactors 

- Maximal workload per year per reactor is 7900 hour 

Trade-off: 

The first trade-off is deciding what product has priority over other products and which 

products do not have priority. Giving a product a higher priority leads to less waiting time for 

that specific product and therefore less safety stock is necessary for that product and vice 

versa.  

The second trade-off is about choosing the reactor for an order. For some products it is 

better to always produce them with a specific reactor because the batch size fits the demand 

better and therefore stock keeping costs and process costs could be optimized but on the 

other hand assigning different reactors to products will result in less flexibility and therefore 

waiting times could become larger. 

Functional requirement: 

The functional requirement for this PU is that for the products with a MTO strategy, the 

production time should be shorter than the lead time requested by the customer in 95% of 

all cases. For the MTS strategy, the production time should be less than 13 days since this is 

the lead time used in determining the safety stocks for these products and therefore enough 

safety stock for these 13 days is kept on stock to reach the desired reliability. 

 

Current application of decision parameters: 

Sequence of producing: 

Currently, there are different production groups which have different priorities of producing. Within 

each group, the EDD priority rule is applied. Since per end product the requested lead times can vary 

much and do not fit to any kind of distribution, it is hard to predict what lead time a customer would 

wants. Therefore, data analysis of the arrival of orders is done based on the due date of orders. If an 

order arrives with a relatively long requested lead time, in the model it will be assumed that this 

order arrived later than in reality. In this way, an adapted requested lead time is generated for an 

order and a model could be based on FCFS basis.  

Furthermore, in practice, in the planning, some manual adaptations can occur. It can happen for 

example that based on tolerance orders are switched to prevent cleaning or that in less occupied 

times priority orders are not put in front to prevent switching. These manual actions cannot be taken 

into account in the model. 
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Which reactor to use for which order: 

The decision which reactor will be used for which order is made by the planning department. Each 

product has a preferred reactor for each type of order and if possible, this preferred reactor is used. 

If a reactor is not available, a different reactor is used. The decision for which reactor is based on 

availability, order size and average amount of product ordered in a certain time period and depends 

on the situation. For the model it is assumed that if the preferred reactor is not available, the order 

can be produced on a random other reactor which is sufficiently large to fulfil the whole order in one 

batch. 
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4 Research Assignment 
This chapter describes the research assignment of this Master Thesis. The first section elaborates the 

reasons for conducting this research. This leads to a general problem definition which will be covered 

by investigating an example supply chain in the batch process industry. The second section discusses 

the specified problem statement for this supply chain. The third section elaborates how this problem 

statement is related to the general problem statement, and what the research approach is to solve 

the problem. The fourth section specifies the research areas that play a role in this research. Finally, 

in the fifth section, the research questions are given.  

 

4.1 General Problem Statement 
Van den Eijnde (2010) indicated that currently there are two knowledge gaps concerning PDT. Firstly, 

in literature not much attention is paid to the concept of PDT in the process industries (Shah, 2005). 

To cover this gap, Van den Eijnde (2010) generated an overview of what advantages and 

disadvantages are likely to be encountered in the batch process industry. Secondly, due to a lack of 

knowledge on implementation and the relevant criteria of PDT, practitioners cannot verify if PDT is 

beneficial in their own situation (Boone, Craighead, & Hanna, 2007). Van den Eijnde (2010) indicated 

that examining the effectiveness of PDT in the batch process industry requires a complete supply 

chain optimization, which is often complex and time consuming. Therefore, Van den Eijnde (2010) 

recommended that several conditions for the effectiveness of PDT should be indicated, such that the 

effectiveness of PDT can be recognized without having to execute a total supply chain optimization. 

Currently no examples of PDT in the batch process industry are available and therefore no insights 

into the effectiveness of PDT in this industry can be given. With several examples of PDT in the batch 

process industry, conditions for effectiveness can be indicated which makes it possible to make the 

decision to implement PDT or not more rapidly. The general problem statement is formulated as 

follows: 

 

It is unknown by practitioners if PDT is beneficial in the batch process industry. Verifying this requires 

a complete and time consuming supply chain optimization. No preliminary, general conditions exist 

to be able to decide on implementing PDT more rapidly. 

 

This research assignment is derived from the combination of the previous chapter about the current 

situation of DNR+ and the problem statement above. It will focus on the benefits and drawbacks of 

PDT in the batch process industry by using the example of DNR+. A sensitivity analysis on the input 

variables will show what parameters are important to consider. Combining the findings with the 

typical characteristics of the batch process industry results in an indication of conditions for the 

effectiveness of PDT in the batch process industry.  

It is important to keep in mind that, although in academic literature many characteristics are 

mentioned as being ‘typical’ for the batch process industries, they are not general in a sense that 

virtually all batch process industries are characterized by these issues (Fransoo & Rutten, 1994). 

Using an example in the batch process industry can give an indication about conditions for 

effectiveness but it is important to keep in mind that the conditions will neither be universal nor 

complete. 

 

4.2 Problem Statement DNR+ 
The manufacturing process of the alkyd resins currently has a service performance that is below 

target. DNR+ is considering PDT as a solution for this problem but to verify whether this indeed could 

be a good solution, a cause and effect diagram is made. This is based on interviews with different 

actors as indicated in Appendix IV and is depicted in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: cause and effect diagram for the production of alkyd resins 

The first cause of the long lead time in the current situation is that a MTO strategy is used for 50% of 

all end products. An MTO strategy implies that a customer needs to wait the entire production 

process for his order. This MTO strategy however seems inevitable since there are 100 different end 

products and the forecast reliability is low. Having an MTS strategy for each of the products leads to 

high inventories and thus high inventory costs.  

 

The second cause for the long lead times is the shortage of capacity in the reacting phase. There are 

five causes of the shortage of capacity. The first three causes, existence of hardware problems, 

shortage of reactors and long batch times in the reactor, are equipment related causes. For example, 

some equipment is old, resulting in more hardware failures. On the other hand, the strategy of DNR+ 

changed from bulk to specialty resins. In the initial supply chain design, reactors were bought for bulk 

production, whereas the specialties which are currently produced have much smaller order sizes. As 

a results, the large batch sizes of the reactors do not match the smaller customer order sizes. 

Investing in new reactors is not an option since DNR+ is no willing to make the required high 

investments. These causes therefore cannot be changed. The fourth cause is rework of off-spec 

production and the fifth cause is the scarcity of man power, both leading to more uncertainty in the 

reacting phase.  

 

If the CODP would be located after the reacting stage, the long processing time of the reacting 

process with its uncertainties is eliminated from the customer lead time and could therefore increase 

the customer service level. However, making an intermediate stock point for all 100 different end 

products is not an option, since this requires high investments in storage tanks and not sufficient 

storage room will be available for this. PDT therefore seems a useful concept to the alkyd resin 

supply chain of DNR+. Based the insights of Chapter 2, it is expected that PDT could result in the 

following major benefits and drawbacks, which influence the decision to implement PDT for DNR+: 

 

Benefit: Reduction off-spec inventory 
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Off-spec product can sometimes be reworked by mixing small amounts of this product with 

in-spec products. If less different products are produced in the reacting stage and one 

common product is produced more often when PDT is implemented, more often small 

amounts of off-spec product can be reworked. This leads to a reduction in off-spec stock. 

Another reason for the reduction of off-spec stock is that most of the off spec production 

occurs in the reacting stage because constant monitoring of the viscosity is necessary to stop 

reacting at the right moment. This is a process which can easily go wrong and with more 

routine on when to stop, the off-spec production can be reduced. This last effect is hard to 

quantity and is therefore not taken into account in this research. 

 

Benefit: Reduction end product inventory and risks on end product inventory 

PDT can lead to inventory reduction because smaller batches would be made. This holds for 

both the end products with a MTO and MTS strategy. For the MTS products, smaller order 

quantities can result in lower average inventories. For the MTO production, it holds that 

some products are only ordered a few times per year in small quantities and because of the 

large production batches, this results in high end product inventory left over from the batch. 

The average stock age is high and because of the perishability of the products often aged 

stock needs to be discarded, so also the risks on end product inventory are reduced.  

 

Benefit: Reduction manufacturing costs reacting stage 

Because less different products and more of one specific product is produced, this can lead to 

a reduction is total setup-up costs in the reacting stage. Furthermore, because in the current 

situation aged products are often discarded there is more produced than necessary, leading 

to the possibility that less batches are produced in the reacting stage in the long run. 

 

Benefit: Increase in service level 

The reacting stage currently takes in between 25 and 50 hours and has a high uncertainty, 

whereas the mixing stage takes in total 22 to 25 hours with close to no uncertainties. If the 

reacting phase for the products with a MTO strategy could be eliminated from the customer 

lead time, the lead time and lead time uncertainty are seriously reduced. This results in 

higher service levels for the end products with a MTO strategy. 

 

Disadvantage: Smaller batched mixing stage leads to higher costs 

Smaller batch sizes could become a large disadvantage. The costs of cleaning and labour 

represent a relatively high percentage in the cost prices of products and smaller batches 

leads to more fixed costs. 

 

It currently is unknown if the above mentioned benefits and drawbacks are really observed in the 

case example and in what amounts the effects can be found. It is concluded that the exact 

implications of implementing PDT are unknown. If it gives the desired increase in the service level 

against less of the same costs, a trade-off exists between this increase in the service level against the 

investment costs. This trade-off becomes more easy if the supply chain related costs in the situation 

with PDT decrease compared to the current situation. Consequently, this leads to the following 

problem statement specific for DNR+: 

 

The customer service level of the alkyd process of DNR+ is below target due to long lead times 

caused by uncertainty in the reacting phase of the process. DNR+ is considering implementing PDT to 

reduce the customer lead time, and increase the customer service level, while having the same or 

lower supply chain related costs. However, it is unknown if implementation of PDT will give the 

desired results. 
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4.3 Project Approach 
Looking at the general and specific problem statement, it can be seen that these are closely related, 

as DNR+ is a practitioner facing the general problem. Furthermore, as DNR+ has all the characteristics 

of a typical batch process industry as described in Chapter 2, it is a good example for exploring the 

effectiveness of PDT in the batch process industry. It is recognized that more and additional cases will 

have to be investigated to draw more general conclusions, but this research can already show if 

certain benefits and drawbacks of PDT could indeed be found in practical applications and whether 

initial conditions for the effectiveness of PDT in the batch process industry can be found. 

 

This research describes a supply chain redesign for the alkyd resin supply chain in which PDT is 

implemented. This redesign is made based on the tools provided by Bertrand et. al. (1992), which 

was also applied in the description of the current supply chain control structure at DNR+. With this 

approach, the decision parameters are indicated and set to find a feasible solution while keeping as 

much of the input parameters equal to the current situation. Setting the decision parameters is done 

with an analytical model, which also gives some preliminary results on the supply chain related costs 

concerning PDT. Therefore, the condition that supply chain costs for DNR+ may not increase can 

already be checked with the analytical model. If a feasible design is found, the input and decision 

parameters are used for implementation into a simulation model. The simulation model is necessary 

since the analytical model does not take the off-spec production, the variable batch sizes due to 

production on different reactors and cleaning times according tolerance into account. Besides this, 

not all parameters of interest could be generated with the analytical model, such as the stock age, 

amount of off-spec stock and the exact calculations about the service levels of the products with a 

MTO strategy. After the quantitative analysis of the current situation and the implementation of PDT 

with the developed models,  finally the current situation can be compared to the situation with PDT 

and conclusions can be drawn.  

 

4.4 Research Areas 
As explained before, a large effort of this research lies in the fact that a front to back model of the 

supply chain has to be developed, a full supply chain optimization, where different decision 

parameters need to be set analytically. This section describes which different research areas will be 

applied in developing the analytical model. 

 

Setting reorder levels and optimal order sizes: 

As discussed, current supply chain control involves the setting of reorder levels for all 

products. The setting of reorder levels will be based on a gamma distributed demand per 

period per end product with a MTS strategy, where the undershoot is an important factor, 

since differences in demand per customer are large and the lead time to customer is 

relatively low compared to the inter-arrival time of customers. Since a target for a customer 

service level exists and production quantities on the reactors are fixed, the work order 

quantity in the current situation is fixed as well. 

In the situation with PDT, the fixed order quantity can be eliminated and instead an optimal 

order quantity can be calculated for stochastic demand and stochastic lead times. This as well 

is an often discussed research topic in literature. 

 

Lead time and lead time uncertainty calculations: 

The average lead time to produce a certain end product and the variance of this lead time is 

built up of waiting time, processing time of cleanings, processing time of reacting, processing 

time of mixing. Analytically determining the average and variance of a combination of these 

process times can become very complex. The processing time of mixing is independent of the 

reacting processing time and deterministic. The waiting time and the processing time of 

cleaning and reacting have a dependency. The cleaning time is Binomially distributed and the 
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reacting time exists of a deterministic fixed part with a Loglogistic distributed variable part. 

This results is a general distributed process time in order to calculate the waiting time. Since 

the arrival of a single customer is Poisson distributed and there are 4 reactors, determining 

the waiting time requires the analysis of an M/G/4 queuing system. There are 4 priority 

classes of customers which have non pre-emptive priority over each other. Queuing theory 

and statistics will be applied in determining  the average and variance of the sojourn time per 

end product. 

 

Calculation of average inventory: 

The average inventory level under an (s,Q)-policy with gamma distributed demand per period 

and undershoot needs to be calculated. Additionally, unplanned deliveries occur in between 

a replenishment cycle because of the demand for a tank car instead of a drum. The quantity 

and timing of this delivery cannot be controlled. Calculation of the average inventory should 

take these unplanned deliveries into account, which proposes a challenge as to the authors 

knowledge, no research is available that deals with this phenomenon. 

 

Calculations of arrival rate, average and variance of pooled demand: 

No information currently is available about the demand for intermediate products that will 

come in existence if PDT is implemented. Therefore, statistics are applied in calculating this 

out of the pooled demand of end products. 

 

4.5 Research Questions 
- How to analyse whether PDT in the batch process industry is effective? 

- What are expected technical possibilities in the case example for PDT? 

- What should the redesign of the production process look like? 

- What benefits and drawbacks can be expected when implementing PDT into a batch process 

industry supply chain? 

- Can these benefits and drawbacks be observed and quantified when assessing the 

implementation of PDT into a batch process industry case example? Does the 

implementation of PDT into the alkyd resins supply chain of DNR+ lead to the required 

improvements in customer service level, and what are the effects of the supply chain costs?  

- What is the sensitivity of the effectiveness of implementing PDT to demand distributions, 

processing times and different costs parameters? 

- What are general points of attention for managers that want to implement PDT into a batch 

process industry supply chain? Can they be translated into conditions for the effectiveness of 

PDT in the batch process industry such that a complex and time consuming analysis could be 

avoided?   
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5 Redesign with PDT 
This chapter describes the redesign with the implementation of PDT qualitatively. It will first 

indicated what the scope of the redesign is. This means that the possible improvement related to 

PDT are indicated and it is explained why this is the only possible improvement. Secondly the new 

planning and control mechanism is indicated, according to the tools provided by Bertrand et. al. 

(1992). This new planning and control mechanism is briefly elaborated and where possible the 

redesign will be kept exactly the same to the current situation, such that a fair comparison can be 

made. Then the Goods Flow Control, first PU en second PU are elaborated and the decision 

parameters are described qualitatively. For the decision parameters which also need quantitative 

results the analytical model in the next chapter describes on how to set these parameters. 

 

5.1 Scope of the redesign 
This section explains where improvements are possible given the fact that DNR+ wants to increase 

the customer service level without having higher supply chain related costs. The first phase of the 

process, the reacting phase, is the phase where products are differentiated to an end products. To 

relocate the CODP for MTO products without having high costs PDT is necessary.  

It is often hard to find a common component in the batch process industry (Caux, David, & Pierreval, 

2005). DNR+ has indicated that it should be technically possible for some products to postpone the 

differentiation point until after the reacting phase. As a result this point is taken as the new point of 

differentiation. Other possibilities will not be considered, since the technical feasibility cannot be 

assured. Strategically this is also good point for decoupling since before and after reacting a 

substantial shift in uncertainty in the production is made. Typical uncertainties in the supply are 

caused by relatively high failure rates in the first phase, complex first production steps which results 

in uncertain processing times of this step, a variable yield caused by off-spec production and shared 

resources in first phase causes waiting times for orders. These uncertainties are all found in the 

reacting phase whereas hardly any uncertainty exists with respect to the mixing phase. In conclusion 

the possible new differentiation point is restricted to be located after the reacting phase.  

Even though the technical aspects are out of scope this research will be done within the assumptions 

of technical possibilities. This means that only improvements are considered which are expected to 

be technical possible. During this research the technical possibilities are captured and PDT will only 

be considered for these suitable products. In Appendix V the relevant end products and technical 

possibilities are allocated to certain intermediate groups. 

  

Keeping in mind that some end products are suitable for PDT and some not this results in four 

possible ways of producing as indicated in Figure 5.1. For the products for which PDT is not possible 

possibility 1 and 2 are indicated and for the products suitable for PDT, possibility 3 and 4 exist. 

 

 
Figure 5.1: possible ways of producing taken the scope of improvements into account 
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5.2 New Planning and Control mechanism 
Like with the current situation, in the new planning and control mechanism can be indicated. There 

are three decoupling points found in the redesign; the raw material stock point, the intermediate 

stock point and the end product stock point. The first and the last decoupling points have already 

been discussed in the section about the current situation and the reason for having a decoupling 

point at the intermediate stock is already discussed at the scope of the redesign.  

 

The decision parameters which existed in the current situation remain, but some new decisions need 

to be made. And since a new decouple point is introduced, the former PU is separated into two PUs 

which can work autonomously. The alkyd resin production process, can be seen in Figure 5.2.  

Figure 5.2: new production process of alkyd production  

 

The figure above indicates that there exists 2 production units (PUs), three decouple points and 

goods flow control (GFC). As indicated in the figure with two different streams, products suitable for 

PDT are stored at the intermediate stock point, and the products not suitable for PDT immediately 

are process further. There are two PUs for each end product since both of the streams make use of 

the same resources. In this section the differences of the individual elements when compared with 

the current situation will be discussed. 

 

5.3 Goods Flow Control 
For GFC the following decision parameters and additional FR can be indicated. In the constraints and 

trade-offs nothing changes. The decision parameters are elaborated qualitatively in this section.  

 

Decision Parameters: 

- Order acceptance 

- Placement of a production order for PU1 based on: 

o Location of the CODP for each end product 

o Order decision strategy at intermediate stock point for products suitable for PDT 

o Order decision strategy at end product stock point for products not suitable for PDT 

o Reorder level per intermediate at the intermediate stock point 

o Reorder level per end product not suitable for PDT at the end product stock point 

- Placement of a production order for PU1 based on 

o Location of the CODP for each end product 

o Ordering decision strategy at end product stock point for products suitable for PDT 

o Reorder level per end product suitable for PDT at the end product stock point 

- The capacity in the mixing phase based on which intermediates to produce 
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Functional requirement: 

Next to the currently existing FR, an additional FR can be indicated namely: 

The total relevant supply chain costs may not increase compared to the current situation. 

 

Qualitative elaboration of the decision parameters: 

Oder acceptance: 

For the order acceptance decision parameter nothing changes. 

 

Location of the CODP for each end product: 

The location of the CODP is related to deciding on having a MTO,  a MTS or a combination of these 

two strategies.  Like depicted in Figure 5.1 there are 4 possibilities for producing. Possibility 1 and 2 

are for the products suited for PDT. The location of the CODP for these products is the same as in the 

current situation.  

For the products suitable for PDT there are two possible locations of the CODP; the end product 

stock point and the intermediate stock point. Notice that if the raw material stock point would be a 

possibility, the intermediate stock point would be deleted which results in possibility 4 of Figure 5.1. 

To make a fair comparison the location of the CODP from the current situation is also used for the 

products suitable for PDT. But then for the MTO strategy the CODP will be located at the 

intermediate stock point instead of the raw material stock point. This is equivalent to going from 

possibility 1 to 3 and from 2 to 4 in Figure 5.1.  

Having the CODP at the end product stock point, while using the intermediate stock point, has the 

advantage that batch size could be smaller in the mixing phase because the technical batch size 

needed in the reactors is avoided. As a result, less end product inventory is necessary.  

Having the CODP at the intermediate stock point instead of the raw material stock point also has the 

advantage of having less end inventory. It also has an additional advantage that lead time and lead 

time uncertainty will be reduced as well since the whole reacting phase is skipped. 

 

Order decision strategy at intermediate stock point for products suitable for PDT: 

A (s,Q) strategy will be used for this stock point since the order size always should be equal to the 

technical batch size of the reactor and therefore a certain Q should be ordered. Since already many 

uncertainties need to be incorporated it would be best to use a continuous review period which is 

also the case at DNR+. 

 

Order decision strategy at end product stock point for products not suitable for PDT: 

There are several policies which could be chosen. The first parameters to consider is whether a 

continuous review or periodic review period should be chosen. Often a continuous review leads to a 

lower safety stock while giving the same service level (Silver, Pyke, & Peterson, 1998). A disadvantage 

is that in generally it is more expensive in term of reviewing costs (Silver, Pyke, & Peterson, 1998).  

Since already various uncertainties need to be considered which increases safety stock and DNR+ 

already has a system to review stocks more or less continuous, a continuous review period is chosen.  

This results in the following options for a strategy; (s, Q) and (s, S). For DNR+ there are two reasons 

for choosing an (s, Q) policy.  

1. Producing products in the current situation is done with recipes in which amount of products 

are given in quantities rather than percentages, such that operators do not calculate the 

amounts themselves. If a different quantity than the standard recipe should be produced a 

process engineer needs to make a new recipe. In a (s, S) policy an enormous amount of 

different quantities could be produced leading to an enormous amount of recipes.  

2. The missing process has some fixed costs for each time a batch is produced including labour 

costs and setup costs and therefore there is an economic production quantity and this is hard 

to take into account in a (s, S) policy.  

So a (s, Q) policy is chosen for this stock point. Note that still the demand for end product in tank cars 

(bulk demand) exists. For this bulk demand a new order is released to PU1. These bulk orders are 
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almost always larger than the normal orders and therefore, if a bulk order arrives, the quantity 

produced will be equal to the customer order quantity if this is larger than the EOQ calculated and it 

will be the EOQ quantity if the bulk order is smaller than the EOQ quantity. This could be done since 

data shows that very little variation is known in bulk orders.  Often there are one or two customers 

for bulk orders of a products which always order the same amount of product.  

 

Reorder level per intermediate at the intermediate stock point: 

In the new situation a multi-echelon system is created for the end products with a MTS strategy. Van 

Houtum (2006) gives an indication on how to determine target fill rates in a multiple echelon 

situation. However, since these intermediate products are also used for the products with an MTO 

strategy the fill rate target of this stock point is based on the required service level for the MTO 

products.  However as indicated by the De Kok and Fransoo (2003), setting reorder levels for a multi-

echelon assembly situation could be done more efficiently with for example a synchronized base-

stock policy. The BOM for end products is currently not known yet, so this method cannot be used 

already and therefore it was chosen to have a target fill rate which satisfies the service level for the 

MTO products. But since this target fill rate is not necessary for the MTS products, the reorder levels 

could probably be lower than calculated by the analytical model. 

 

Reorder level per end product suitable for PDT at the end product stock point: 

The current way of setting reorder levels will not be used, since this cannot be reproduced if 

something changes and would therefore lead to an unfair comparison. The new way of setting a 

reorder level is based on a the gamma distributed demand and since the reacting and mixing process 

are decoupled a economically optimized order quantity.  

 

Ordering decision strategy at end product stock point for products suitable for PDT: 

The strategy will not change compared to the current situation. 

 

Reorder level per end product not suitable for PDT at the end product stock point: 

The current way of setting reorder levels will not be used, since this cannot be reproduced if 

something changes and would therefore lead to an unfair comparison. The new way of setting a 

reorder level is based on a fixed order sizes of the batches and a gamma distributed demand. 

 

Mixing capacity: 

Capacity in the mixing phase, is related to which intermediates to produce. Per intermediate group, 

two intermediate storage locations are needed. In the current situation there are more mixing 

vessels than needed. Some of these mixing vessels will be used as storage tank. If more intermediate 

groups are created, less capacity is left for mixing and the larger the waiting times become.  

 

5.4 Production Unit 1: Reacting 
The operation with its attributes for reacting is already described for the current situation and 

nothing will change for this operation. For PU1 the constraints, decision parameters and trade-offs 

will not differ. The new functional requirement is described below. 

 

Functional requirement: 

For the products not suitable for PDT with an MTO strategy, the production time should be 

shorter than the lead time requested by the customer minus 1320 minutes for non strategic 

products and minus 1680 minutes for strategic products in 95% of all cases. Note that the 

mixing stage does not know variation in the process and the strategic products take 1680 

minutes to make and the non strategic products take 1320 minutes to make.  

For the remaining products no functional requirements needs to be defined, but design 

parameters should be filled in, such that minimal costs are acquired. 
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Qualitative elaboration of design parameters: 

Which reactor to use for which order: 

The decision with respect to which reactor to use for which order will remain the same. A preferred 

reactor is indicated for each end product and if this reactor is not available another reactor is used.  

For the production of intermediates a preferred reactor needs to be indicated. 

 

Sequence of producing: 

Recall that in the current situation there are different groups of products which had a certain priority. 

The same sequence of producing as in the current situation is used but two additional groups needs 

to be added, since the reacting phase now produces products to put on intermediate stock as well.  

 

5.5 Production Unit 2: Mixing, filtering, filling 
This PU consists of the operation mixing/filtering/filling as explained for the current situation. The 

changes in the attributes will first be elaborated. 

 

Attribute Value 

Duration 

Mixing, 

Filtering and 

Filling 

The duration of mixing intermediates is assumed to be equal to the current 

situation.  

Cleaning the whole operation normally is done immediately after cleaning a 

reactor and therefore does not take additional time, but this will not be possible in 

the new situation. Cleaning is necessary if two subsequent products are intolerant. 

The time it takes to clean this operation is assumed to be equal to the time it takes 

to clean both the reactors and the mixing vessels which is 360 minutes. 

Tools  Next to the tools necessary as described in the current situation, in the new 

situation the mixing also requires cleaning solution. Per cleaning it is assumed that 

an amount of 2700 kg is necessary. 

 

Pattern of 

capacity 

requirements 

In the new situation the same fixed capacity requirements are necessary per batch 

which in case of smaller batches is a disadvantage. Also the same variable lead time 

is necessary. 

 

State of 

materials 

needed 

It is assumed that always three types of materials are needed; two intermediates 

and a solvent. Furthermore it is assumed that intermediates are not perishable and 

that the properties and specifications keep constant over time. 

 

State of 

materials 

after 

completion 

Nothing changes for this attribute. It could occur that a product is off-spec after 

this phase, but it does not happen as often as in the reacting phase. DNR+ has no 

exact number on how many batches became off-spec in the mixing stage, 

therefore the following numbers are assumed. 

Quality Description Probability 

1 On Spec 0.99 

2 Not on spec, but sufficient to sell 0.00 

3 Not on spec, but could be reworked 0.005 

4 Not on spec and need to be discarded 0.005 

 
 

Table 6.2: attributes of the mixing/filtering/filling operation 
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For PU2 the following design parameters, constraints, trade-offs and FRs can be indicated.  

 

Design Parameters: 

- Batch sizes 

- Sequence of producing 

Constraints: 

- There are 16 mixing vessels. GFC determines how many of these vessels could actually be 

used for mixing, since these vessels will also be used as a storage tank for the intermediates. 

- Maximal allowed workload per year for a vessel is 7900 hour. 

Trade-off: 

Giving priority to certain orders will result in higher stock levels of the lower priority 

products, but giving no priority to certain products could result in long waiting times and 

therefore a longer lead time to the customer. 

Functional requirement: 

The FR for this PU is that for the products suitable for PDT with a MTO strategy the 

production time should be shorter than the requested lead time in 95% of all cases.  

The FR for the products not suitable for PDT with a MTO strategy the production time should 

be equal to 1680 min for the strategic alkyds and to 1320 min for the remaining alkyds.  

For the remaining products no FR needs to be defined, but design parameters should be filled 

in, such that minimal costs are acquired. 

 

Qualitative elaboration of design parameters: 

Sequence of producing: 

The same priority groups and strategy within each group are taken as was the case for the reacting 

process in the current situation, because strategic products still are more important for DNR+. 

 

Batch sizes: 

The mixing vessels have no technical batch size and therefore the most economical batch size given 

the fixed costs per batch and the costs of keeping inventory can be calculated. 

6 Analytical model 
This chapter firstly describes the analytical model. The aim of the analytical model is to set the 

decision parameters as indicated in the previous chapter. To make a decision on the priority rules 

some preliminary results should be determined analytical to find the best solution. The analytical 

model does not take the off-spec production, the variable batch sizes due to production on different 

reactors and cleaning times according tolerance into account. Besides this not all output could be 

generated with the analytical mode. The stock age, amount of off-spec stock and the exact 

calculations about the service levels of the products with a MTO strategy are hard to calculate. The 

analytical model does already give an indication about the supply chain related costs. Secondly a 

validation and verification of the analytical model is given, to make sure no mistakes are made. Then 

the results will be discussed and a sensitivity analysis on these results is given. Finally a check on the 

feasibility of the redesign is give and the opportunities for improvement are indicated. The 

opportunities which could already be taken into account into the analytical model are applied and a 

verification is done to see whether is gives the expected improvements. 

 

6.1 Model description 

The declarations of all the input, dependent and output variables used in the analytical model can be 

found in Appendix VI. 
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Determining the mean and variance of the waiting time 

Every product can be made in every reactor. It is assumed that all orders are put into a single queue 

for all of the reactors and that all reactors are equal. Since multiple customer orders are delivered 

from one single produced batch the arrival pattern of customer orders is not equal to the arrival 

pattern of work orders at the reacting stage. For the work order at the reacting stage, data on the 

real work orders is used. So demand is based on the data of the requested batches in the past period. 

In Appendix IIB it can be seen that this demand has a Poisson arrival pattern for each priority group. 

There are p priority classes each having a Poisson arrival pattern with mean arrival rate λp, 1 ≤ p ≤ n. 

So the overall arrival pattern is Poisson with mean ���� =  ∑ ����	
 . There are 4 reactors and each 

reactor has the same general service time distribution with parameters µ and σ. This leads to a 

M/G/4 queuing system. The priority classes have non-preemptive priority over each other which 

means that orders of class m have priority over orders of class n whenever m < n and when an order 

of type m arrives and all the reactors are busy, the reactors will first finish the orders they are 

working on, before they continue with the type n order. Within each class, orders served FCFS.  

 

The probability that all reactors are busy is given by the Erlang-C formula (Adan & Resing, 2001) if the 

following assumptions hold: 

1. Orders arrive according to a Poisson distribution and are independent of each other 

2. Service times are exponentially distributed 

3. If a server is not available at the moment of ordering, the order is placed in a queue and will 

not be lost 

 

Assumption 1 and 3 hold for the situation of DNR+. Assumption 2 does not hold, but it can be shown 

that the probability of waiting for the first priority class does not differ from the probability of 

waiting when times actually are exponential and it can also be shown that percentages between 

classes do not differ, and therefore we state that the Erlang-C formula can be used as an 

approximation for general distributed service times.  

  

The Erlang-C formula C(c,A) (Formula 11.2 (Adan & Resing, 2001)) is given by: 

 

��, �� = ��� − 1�! ∗ � − ��∑ ���!��
�	� + ��� − 1�! ∗ � − ��  (1)  

Now the formula for the expected waiting time for each order type can be derived. This formula is 

based on formula 9.3 of Adan and Resing (2001), but instead of using the probability that a server is 

busy, the probability that all servers are busy is used and since the total should be divided by the 

number of servers. This results in the following new formula for approximating the expected waiting 

time per priority class k. 

 

 

����� =
�� 
�! ��, ���1 − "
� ∗ �#$%                             &'( ) = 1  ��, �� ∗ �#$%*1 − ∑ "���	
 + ∗ *1 − ∑ "���
�	
 + ∗     &'( ) = 2, … , .

/ (2)  

 

 

The formula for the residual processing time is given by (Formula 7.15 (Adan & Resing, 2001)): 

 

 �#$% = �#01%2�#0% (3)  
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A simulation study turned out that the conditional waiting time (waiting time, given that an order has 

to wait) can be approximated by exponential distributions with a lambda of  ��, ��� �#��%⁄ . This is 

the same for M/M/c system which is proven by  (Adan & Resing, 2001). The expected conditional 

waiting time becomes: 

 

 ����|�� > 0� = �������, �� (4)  

 

It might be clear that the waiting time distribution could be indicated as a part where the waiting 

time is 0 time the probability that an order does not have to wait, and the exponential waiting time 

distribution times the probability that an order has to wait. Recall that the probability that an order 

has to wait is the probability that all servers are busy which is the Erlang-C formula. Thus the 

unconditional waiting time distribution may be approximated by: 

 

 6��� > 7� = 8*1 − ��, 9�+ ∗ 0           &'( 7 ≤ 0 ��, �� ∗ ;�<��,=�>�?@��       &'( 7 > 0 / (5)  

 

This results in the following cumulative density function: 

 

 A��7� = B 1                                             &'( 7 ≤ 01 − ��, �� ∗ ;�<��,=�>�?@��       &'( 7 > 0/ (6)  

 

and the corresponding probability density function: 

 

 &��7� = C0                                          &'( 7 ≤ 0��, 9�1����� ∗ ;�<��,D�>�?@��         &'( 7 > 0/  (7)  

 

From this formula the mean and the variance of the waiting time can be calculated. The calculation 

steps are given in Appendix VII and the results are seen below. 

 

 E = ����� (8)  

 

 

 F1 = �����1�2 − ��, 9����, 9�  (9)  

 

Determining the reorder levels for end products 

The first step in calculating the reorder levels of the end products is the determination of the total 

lead time and the variance of the lead time. The total lead time of the end product stock point exist 

of four factors in the current situation; waiting time, cleaning time, process time of reacting and 

process time of mixing. The waiting time, cleaning time and processing time of the reactor are 

stochastic whereas the mixing time is deterministic. The cleaning time is independent of what type of 

end product. Calculation of the mean and the variance of the lead time in the current situation can 

be done with the following formula’s: 

 

 ��GH� = ���H� + ���� + ��0H� + IH (10)  
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 F1�GH� = F1��H� + F1��� + F1�0H� (11)  

 

Note that formula 11 only holds if all times are mutually independent. Of course the waiting time of 

the reactors is not independent of the processing time of the reactors. The variance of the waiting 

time therefore is calculated taking the variance in the processing time of reacting into account. This is 

possible since the expected reaction time and the variance of the reacting time do no change. To 

verify the correctness of this statement a small simulation experiment was done and this statement 

is indeed true as can be seen in Appendix VIII. As a result the mean and the variance of the waiting 

time can be calculated and the mean and the variance of both the cleaning time and the reaction 

time can be fitted to an distribution as illustrated in Appendix II.D. The mixing time is a constant 

which differs for the strategic products and the normal products but is known for both of them. 

 

Since demand per period has a Compound Poisson distribution, the following general expressions for 

the expected demand during lead time �JKH�0, G%L and the variance of the demand during lead time F1JKH�0, G%L hold (De Kok, Analysis of one product /one location inventory control models, 2000): 

 

 �JKH�0, G%L = �H ∗ �#GH% ∗ �#KH�% (12)  

 F1JKH�0, G%L = �H ∗ �#GH% ∗ �JKH�1L + �H1 ∗ F1�GH� ∗ �1#KH�% (13)  

 

Since the demand per customer has a large variance it is important to take the undershoot into 

account. The undershoot could be calculated with the following formula (De Kok, Analysis of one 

product /one location inventory control models, 2000). 

 

 �#M% = �1#K�%  F1#K�%⁄ + 12 ∗ ��#K�%   F1#K�%�⁄  (14)  

 

The average and the variance of the demand per period plus the undershoot could be determined. 

This variable is gamma distributed. The order quantity is known and a target on the fill rate is known 

and therefore the reorder level can be determined. Based on the function for the fill rate as 

described in formula 4.4 of De Kok (1991) a derivation is made to determine the reorder level s. This 

derivation is elaborated in Appendix G2 of Silver et. al. (1998), and will be described below: 

 

 �06$H = NHOH*1 − P�II�KQ0R�SH, NH + 1, OH , R$M��+ −                  S�1 − P�II�KQ0R��SH, NH , OH, R$M�� 
(15)  

 

 61,H = 1 − �06$HTH  (16)  

 

With the goal seek function of excel the reorder point s could be determined. 

 

Notice that for the products suitable for PDT in the situation with PDT only a waiting time, the mixing 

time and the cleaning time need to be taken into account for the lead time. The order quantity 

changes to an economically optimal order quantity instead of the fixed technical order quantity. All 

other calculations for the reorder levels of these products remain the same. 

 

Determining optimal order quantity 

An optimal Q should be calculated for the products suitable for PDT in the mixing phase. This will be 

done with an EOQ formula as described in Silver et. al. (1998). A basic EOQ formula exists as given by 

formula 18. This formula does not take stochastic demand and stochastic lead times into account. 

Therefore a different approach is used, invented by Lau & Lau (1993). They observed that optimal 

order quantities are very similar regardless of the distribution of the demand.  
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The optimal order quantity is calculated with the following formula: 

 

 T���,H = U �VTH1 ∗ 2�W1,H(2�W1,H( − 4F#GH%√3 (17)  

 

Where EOQ is calculated as follows: 

 

 �VTH = [2��\H(  (18)  

 

Note that formula 17 is based on shortage costs which does not exists for DNR+, but they do have a 

target fill rate and with this target fill rate a surrogate shortage cost can be calculated. Unfortunately 

this surrogate shortage costs can only be determined for the normal distribution and this is not the 

case for DNR+. This means that the actual optimal Q could differ a little from the one calculated and 

therefore a sensitivity analysis will be performed to verify if Q should be adapted a little. To calculate 

the surrogate shortage costing function first a safety value k should be determined. This could be 

done with the following formula: 

 

 P]�)�H =  �VTHF#GH%  �1 − 61� (19)  

 

Where P2 is the target fill rate which is 0,97 like stated in the functional requirement and Gu(k) is a 

function of the standard normal distribution. With Table B.1 in Appendix B.5 of Silver et. al. (1998) 

the value of k can be found. With the same table the probability that u is at least as large as k (pu≥(k)) 

could be found. Then the shortage cost can be calculated with the following formula: 

 

 .]^�)�H =  �VTH ∗ (� ∗ W1,H  (20)  

 

Now a close to optimal order quantity for the products suitable for PDT in the mixing process can be 

calculated. 

 

Determining how to allocate orders to a certain reactor 

In the current situation reactors are used completely flexible, but if multiple reactors are free, 

products have a preferred reactor based on order sizes, cleanings and several other factors. Since the 

production quantity has an impact on the average inventory levels a choice has to be made on which 

reactor to use for which order. Beside this it should be determined if the order should always be 

produced on this reactor or not. Two scenario’s were looked at in the analytical tool to get some 

feeling about this choice. 

1. All reactors are used with an equal probability and they are completely flexible for all 

products.  

2. All orders are allocated to a fixed reactor and separate M/G/1 queues exist for each reactor. 

We keep the utilization of each reactor more or less equal. Since all reactors have the same 

service time, this is can be reached by allocating as many products to a certain reactor from 

which the sum of the individual arrival rates is not larger than the division of the total arrival 

rate of all products by 4. The allocation is done according to the following algorithm.  
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a. To start all products are allocated at the two most largest reactors and the average 

stock levels are calculated without taking into account the waiting times 

b. Then this is done as well for the 20 tons reactor. The product where the average 

inventory decreases the most is allocated to this reactor. Then the product which 

then has the largest difference etc until the total arrival rate of order is as large as 

possible for having the desired utilization at the 10 and 20 tons reactor. 

c. Step b. is done again but then for the difference between the 20 and 10 tons 

reactors. This results in a scenario where each products is allocated to a reactor, the 

reactors have more or less the same utilization and the small reactors are used for 

products which have the highest benefits of being produced at a small reactor. 

Comparing these two situations in the analytical model gave the following insights: 

 

Effect Result 

Waiting Times Waiting times for all products are approximately 9 times shorter in situation 

1 if reactors are flexible than in situation 2 where reactors are not flexible 

see Appendix IX. 

 

Stock Levels In the situation of DNR+ the produced quantity has a relatively high impact 

on the average stock level. So a higher production quantity immediately 

leads to a higher stock level. 

Situation 2 in total has lower average stock than situation 1, but the 

difference is insignificant. It turns out that if all reactors have the same 

utilization total average inventory is more or less the same, since the 

differences between end product for different batch sizes is more or less 

equal, see Appendix X. 

In conclusion, since the production quantities has a large impact on the average inventory level, it 

would be best to use the small reactors as much as possible. For the inventory level it does not 

matter much if the products are produced on a fixed reactor or could be produced on all the 

different reactors. But since waiting times are shorter if reactors are more flexible this has priority 

over fixed reactors.  

 

Since the classification on preferred reactors is not only based on logistical reasons but also on some 

technical issues, exactly the same classification as in the current situation will be used in a simulation, 

but for the intermediates a preferred reactor should be chosen as well. Since in this situation 

different products could be produced from one general component, the demand for all these 

products should be combined. This makes it useful to produce these products in a larger reactor. This 

also means that the smaller reactors could be used more for other products with not that much 

demand, such that their average inventory level could also be reduced. For the intermediate 

products the effect on average inventory levels of larger production quantities is relatively low, since 

demand for the intermediates is higher with a lower variance since the demand is pooled. So the 

preferred reactors for the intermediates are the large reactors, such that more capacity is available 

on the smaller reactors for the non intermediates.  

 

Determining the mixing capacity 

In the current situation there are 16 mixing vessels, where some of them are going to be used as a 

storage tank for the intermediates. For each of the intermediate groups two storage tank will be 

necessary, since an end product is produced out of two intermediates. So if 1 intermediate group will 

be produced 14 mixing vessels will be left for the normal mixing steps in the supply chain and if  2 

intermediate groups will be produced the amount left will be 12 etc. Currently 6 possible 

intermediate groups can be indicated. Taking into account the optimal production quantities for the 
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intermediates as defined in the previous paragraph, the number of batches can be calculated. This 

number is used for the calculation whether sufficient mixing vessels are available to produce all the 

different intermediate groups via PDT. Then it can already be indicated that it would be possible to 

use all the intermediate groups indicated, since then the utilization of the 4 remaining mixing vessels 

is 0,479 which is still smaller than 1. Note that if changes in costs occur, this needs to be recalculated, 

since then the optimal batch size differs and therefore the number of batches will differ as well. 

 

Calculation of the average inventory 

The average inventory is calculated as indicated by Kiesmüller et all (2004) with formula 40.1 and the 

Appendix of this article. However, because unplanned deliveries occur due to bulk orders, this 

concept is adapted slightly. First the additional length of the replenishment cycle is determined. As 

can be seen in Figure 3.7 the inventory position can go up during a replenishment cycle which leads 

to a longer replenishment cycle. In this additional time it again is possible that an unplanned delivery 

arrives etc. In Adan and Resing (2001) a method is described on how to calculate the waiting with 

preemptive priority and based on this formula the total replenishment time could be determined. 

The formula to calculate the new average replenishment cycle is as follows. 

 

 �#$H% = *T − �JK�0, G%L+_� ∗ K� + �#G% + �#R% ∗ �#$% (21)  

 

This formula can be rewritten as follows: 

 

 

�#$H% = *TH − �JKH�0, GH%L+_�H ∗ �#KH�% + �#GH%1 − �#RH%  
(22)  

 

E[Ti] can be calculated with the following formula: 

 

 �#RH% = �H,`]a� ∗ 7 ∗ �#VH%�#KH�0,1%%  (23)  

 

Note that if the arrival times of bulk orders are exponentially distributed with parameter �H,`]a�, then 

the number of bulk order in the interval [0,t] is Poisson distributed with mean ��H,`]a� ∗ 7�.  �#VH% is the expected size of an unplanned arrival and is equal to: 

 

 �#VH% = TH − �#KH,`]a�� % (24)  

 

If the average replenishment cycle is known, it is easy to calculate the average amount of product 

which arrives during a replenishment cycle caused by bulk orders (E[B]) with the following formula: 

 

 �#WH% =  �H,`]a� ∗ �#$H% ∗ �#VH% (25)  

 

The average inventory now can be calculated with the same formula as described in Kiesmüller et all 

(2004) but now the order size TH, should be replaced by TH + �#WH%. To verify whether this way of 

calculating the average inventory is correct, two different simulation models are made which 

calculate the average inventory levels. Then different parameters are varied and the results of the 

two simulation models and the analytical determined average inventory level are compared. It turns 

out that the three results were approximately the same in the situation where TH > �#KH�0, GH%. If �#KH�0, GH% = TH  then �#WH% should also be added to the reorder level in the formula for the average 

inventory to give a good approximation of the average inventory. And if TH < �#KH�0, GH% this 

approximation cannot be used because the results start to differ a lot. 
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Calculations to determine the input parameters for intermediates (no input is available currently) 

The total arrival rate of orders of a certain intermediate group at the intermediate stock point is 

dependent of the arrival rate of order at the end product stock point, the order size of these orders 

and the production quantities of these orders in the mixing phase. The formula to calculate the 

expected arrival rate of orders at the intermediate stock point is given below: 

 

 �� = d 1 TH⁄�H#K�% ∗ �H
e1f
H	e
f     

 

(26)  

The order size of the orders normally is a fixed batch size dependent on the density of the 

intermediate product and the reactor on which a intermediate product will be produced. Since the 

density is not know yet the average order size is taken from all end products in the intermediate 

group is taken. 

 

The average size of the demand for a certain intermediate product is calculated taking the weighted 

average of the production sizes of each individual end product in a certain intermediate group. The 

following formula indicates this: 

 

 �#K��% = g∑ 1 TH⁄�#KH�% ∗ �H ∗ THe1fH	e
f h��  
(27)  

 

Which could be rewritten as follows: 

 

 �#K��% = i∑ �#KH�% ∗ �He1fH	e
f j��  (28)  

 

With the same reasoning the variation of the size of the demand could be given with the following 

formula: 

 F1#K��% = g∑ 1 TH⁄�#KH�% ∗ �H ∗ *�#K��% − TH+1e1fH	e
f h��  
(29)  

 

With the parameters above the reorder level and average inventory level can be calculated for the 

intermediate products as well. 

 

Total costs 

The calculations for the total inventory related costs are: 

 

and 

 �H�k,H = �HJlm�L ∗ ��,H ∗ ( (31)  

 

Which leads to the following total: 

  �H�k = d �H�k,Hn
�	
 + d �H�k,�e

H	
  
(32)  

The calculation for the total labour costs in the mixing phase is:  

 �H�k,� = ��Jlm�L ∗ ��,� ∗ ( (30)  

  (33)  
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Where the total number of batches per year and the total number of cleaning per year are calculated 

with the following formulas: 

 

 o = d �365 ∗ 24 ∗ 60�TH �JKH�L ∗ �H⁄�
H	
 + d �365 ∗ 24 ∗ 60�1 �H⁄�

H	
  (34)  

 

 � = rd �365 ∗ 24 ∗ 60�TH �JKH�L ∗ �H⁄e1f
H	e
f + d �365 ∗ 24 ∗ 60�1 �H⁄e1f

H	e
f s ∗ 6�� (35)  

 

The calculation for the total material costs in the mixing phase is: 

 

With this analytical model an initial result on the effectiveness of PDT for DNR+ could be given. To 

give an indication of how the analytical model looks like a screenshot of the analytical model can be 

found in Appendix XI. 

 

6.2 Validation 
To make sure the analytical model gives some valid insights about the costs the calculated inventory 

levels of each individual end product is compared with the average inventory level in the real 

situation. The results are shown in Appendix XII. From this Appendix it might be clear that for 72 

percent of the products the difference in the real value and the calculated value is less than 20 

percent. If the difference becomes bigger often the arrival rate of customers is very small and 

therefore less reliable since the average inventory calculated over a year then still is more a 

snapshot. So it is important to keep in mind that the results for products with a very low arrival rate 

are not very reliable. 

This comparison however in not completely fair. Since in 2009 the economical crisis still had a major 

effect on the inventories (Peels, Udenio, Fransoo, Wolfs, & Hendrikx, 2009) the averages are taken 

from January 2010 till October 2010. This is a relatively short period for products which have a lower 

demand rate per year. The averages therefore are not stable yet which does not make it a fair 

comparison for product with a low demand rate. But like indicated in Appendix XI, for the majority of 

end products the calculated average inventory and the real average inventory do no  differ much. 

Since for both the PDT situation and the current situation the analytical model is used, results are 

based on a fair comparison. However, it is important to keep in mind that real values could differ 

because of the effect of the economical crisis on the demand data as well. 

 

6.3 Results 
This section discusses the results which are found in the analytical model. It start with some 

preliminary results. These preliminary results indicated that the effectiveness of PDT depends on the 

fixed costs. A sensitivity analysis is performed from which it turned out that PDT will only lead to 

higher costs due to the additional cleanings. Then in the section about the feasibility is explained how 

to overcome this, by the fixed allocation of mixers to intermediate groups. Elimination additional 

cleaning costs gives better results, but still the costs saving are minimal. Therefore some 

opportunities for improvement are given for the simulation model. 

 

�a = o ∗ �a,   eHt + d � ∗ �a,   �amD�e
�	
  

 �e = o ∗ �e,   uHa�mv + d � ∗ �e,   �amD�e
�	
  

 

(36)  
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6.3.1 Preliminary results 

The analytical model already gives some preliminary results concerning the costs of PDT. Since the 

constraint is indicated that PDT should not increase the total relevant costs, the analytical model can 

give some insights into what intermediate groups could meet this constraint. In Table 6.1 these 

analytical results are depicted. 

 

Description  Mixing Groups     

  Gr 1 Gr 2 Gr 3 Gr 4 Gr 5 Gr 6 

       E[Inv Interm](euro)       

E[Inv end](euro)       

E[Inv total] (euro)       

        

E[Inv current] (euro)       

Difference Inventory (euro) -6300 6900 13600 4700 8300 1900 

        

#Batches Reacting       

#Batches Mixing       

Difference Process Costs (euro) 1100 -100 -3600 400 -3100 -150 

Difference Filter Costs (euro) 300 -50 -800 100 -700 -50 

Difference Cleaning Costs (euro) 8600 4400 5300 5000 8400 15000 

        
       Total Difference 3700 11150 14500 10200 12900 16700 

Table 6.1: Preliminary results per intermediate group 

 

In Table 6.1 the inventory, process, filter and cleaning costs per intermediate group, can be seen. 

From the table it can be concluded that for each of the intermediate groups not costs saving occur, 

and only additional costs can be found. This effect is different from the expectation for two reasons: 

1. The fixed costs per batch are high 

Because the fixed costs per batch are relatively high it turns out that the optimal batch size is 

very high. For intermediate group 2, 3, 5 and 6 it on average is even higher than in the 

current situation where batch sizes are fixed and equal to the technical batch size, as can be 

seen in Table 6.1. Because batch size in the mixing phase in the situation with PDT are not 

very different from the current situation, no advantages on the average inventories are 

found. Because there still is the additional intermediate inventory the total average 

inventory costs only become higher. 

2. Additional cleaning cost 

In the current situation if a reactor needs to be cleaned, the mixer is cleaned immediately as 

well, with the same cleaning solution. Decoupling the reacting and mixing phase results in 

additional cleaning and as it turns out these additional cleanings are relatively costly. Even 

though cleanings only occur in 12% of all batches cleaning is compared to the other costs 

very expensive. 

 

From this preliminary results it can be concluded that PDT does not give the desired results for DNR+. 

Because some assumptions are made for the situations with PDT for some end products and to gain 

some insights in whether PDT could become more effective for DNR+ a sensitivity analysis is 

performed. 
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6.3.2 Sensitivity Analyses 

The input parameters of the analytical model are: 

• Total number of Reactors 

• Total number of Mixers 

• Percentage of cleaning 

• Costs of cleaning 

• Time of a cleaning 

• Filter costs per batch 

• Costs of Mixing 

• Carrying Charge 

• Which products to make via PDT 

• Average order size per customer 

• Variance of order size per customer 

• Arrival rate of customers 

• Order size per reactor per end product 

• Fixed reaction time per end product 

• Mean of variable reaction time per 

end product 

• Variance of variable reaction time per 

end product 

• Mixing time per end product 

 

The sensitivity of the input parameters on the results of the analytical model is described below. All 

of the input parameters were tested except for the total number of reactors, the total number of 

mixers, the order size per reactor per end product and the fixed reaction time per end product. For 

the total number of reactors already is indicated that this will not change. Since there are sufficient 

mixers, no changes are needed here. The order size per reactor is a technical constraint and if the 

reactors will not change this does not change either. The fixed reaction time also is a technically 

determined time which is minimally needed to perform the reaction and therefore this cannot be 

changed. For all of the input parameters 5 different inputs were taken and the difference in 

percentages on the total costs is depicted in the figures. This is done for all of the different 

intermediate groups indicated to verify what the effect is at the chosen intermediate group. 

 

There are three different parameters which determine the fixed costs per batch in the mixing phase; 

fixed labour costs per batch, average material costs for filtering per batch, and the average costs of 

cleaning per batch (based on percentage of cleaning, labour costs and material costs). 

 

 
Figure 6.1: Sensitivity analysis for the fixed mixing labour costs per intermediate group 

 

 

Figure 6.2: Sensitivity analysis for the average filter costs per batch per intermediate group 
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Figure 6.3: Sensitivity analysis for the average cleaning costs of mixing per batch per 

intermediate group 

In Figure 6.1 and 6.2 it can be seen that the filter material costs and the labour costs have the same 

effect on the result of the model. For intermediate group 3 and 5 it could be indicated that if the 

fixed costs would become larger the more costs saving occur with PDT, which is the opposite results 

as for the other intermediate groups. This is due to the fact that for these products the calculated 

optimal quantity always is higher than the quantity produced in the current situation. Therefore 

there are less batches in the situation with PDT than in the situation without PDT and this results in a 

saving. For the other intermediate groups holds that if fixed costs per batch becomes smaller the 

costs saving are higher. This could be seen well in Figures 6.1 and 6.2.  

The cleaning costs per batch are the largest part of the fixed costs per batch and varying this 

parameter has the largest impact on the results of the model. This is also due to the fact that in the 

current situation no additional cleaning occurs in the mixing stage, so each cleaning here is extra 

while for the other fixed costs in the current situation also were batches and only the additional 

batches have increase the costs difference.  

 

The demand for individual end products is varied as well. This could be done in different ways. The 

arrival rate, the average demand per customer and the variation of the demand per customer could 

be varied. The results are shown in Figure 6.5 till 6.7. 

 

Figure 6.5: Sensitivity analysis for the arrival rate of customers per intermediate group  

 

Figure 6.6: Sensitivity analysis for the average demand per customer per intermediate group 
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Figure 6.7: Sensitivity analysis of the variation of the demand per customer per intermediate 

group 

From Figures 6.5 and 6.6 it can be seen that in general it holds that the lower the demand per end 

product per period the more savings will occur by PDT. Note that the model still is based on a 

stationary demand. Especially intermediate group 1 and 4 are sensitive to changes in the demand per 

period. For the variation of the demand it can be seen in Figure 6.7 that the higher the variation 

becomes the higher the savings on costs are. An important detail here is that each of the 

intermediate groups are not as sensitive to changes in the results if variation becomes lower, than if 

the variation becomes higher.  

 

Then the different times of processing (cleaning, reacting and mixing) could be varied, and the results 

are shown in Figure 6.8 till 6.11. 

 
Figure 6.8: Sensitivity analysis for the cleaning time per cleaning per intermediate group 

 

Figure 6.9: Sensitivity analysis for the mixing time per intermediate group 

 
Figure 6.10: Sensitivity analysis for the average variable reaction time per intermediate group 
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Figure 6.11: Sensitivity analysis for the variance of the variable reaction time per intermediate 

group 

From these figures it can be seen that the process times have minor effects on the cost differences. 

Because the difference in the waiting time have minor effects as well, it can be concluded that the 

sequence of producing does not matter since the differences in waiting times are minimal between 

the different options.  

In conclusion it can be said that only the fixed costs per batch and the demand per period have a 

major impact on the results. Intermediate group 1 is the most sensitive for changes. 

Even though there is some sensitivity to input parameters in the results, the increase in costs in the 

situation with PDT compared to the current situation is that high that it is not likely to change into a 

saving. The cleaning costs have a major impact and only if these could be eliminated almost 

completely, PDT could become beneficial. 

 

6.3.3 Feasibility 

This section will give an overview of preliminary findings on meeting the functional requirements. As 

indicated with the sensitivity analysis and the results the functional requirement that the costs may 

not increase, with the current input parameter, cannot be met. The cleaning costs should be 

eliminated almost completely. This would be possible if a mixer is allocated to an intermediate group 

to mix all of the end products coming from this intermediate group. In this case additional cleanings 

in the mixing phase are eliminated but, because of the fixed allocation longer waiting times occur. 

However, since the cost results are not very sensitive to the changes in the lead time, this additional 

waiting time has no large effects on the costs. Some additional calculations are necessary to make 

sure there is sufficient mixing capacity if mixers are allocated to specific products. There are 16 

mixing vessels from which at least 4 are necessary for the products not suitable for PDT to prevent 

blocking of one of the 4 reactors. The remaining mixing vessels could be used for the intermediate 

products. There are three mixing vessels necessary per intermediate groups so this gives a constraint 

of maximal 4 intermediate groups if the production orders could all be made on a single mixer 

without increasing the utilization above 1. In Appendix XIII the calculations on the utilization for each 

intermediate group can be seen. For the intermediates groups indicated in this research it can be 

stated that if each customer order would be made separately on a mixing vessel this still does not 

bring the utilization close to one and therefore four intermediate groups could be made. 

 

6.3.4 Results after improvements 

In this analysis no additional cleanings are taken into account in the mixing stage. This leads to a new 

calculation of the waiting time in the mixing stage and the batch sizes. Table 6.2 shows the results. In 

the table it can be seen that the costs differences per intermediate group already improved, but still 

no drastic savings occur. This is because still high fixed costs per batch exists. Only for the 

intermediate groups consisting of many different end products, saving occur. Both intermediate 

group 1 and 6 consist of 13 intermediate products, whereas the other groups consist of 4, 5 or 6 

different products. Although the savings are not high, the elimination of the cleaning costs does 

make sure that the FR on costs is reached. The simulation model should turn out if the desired 

service level is reach. 
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Description  Mixing Groups     

  Gr 1 Gr 2 Gr 3 Gr 4 Gr 5 Gr 6 

       E[Inv Interm](euro)       

E[Inv end](euro)       

E[Inv total] (euro)       

        

E[Inv current] (euro)       

Difference inventory costs (euro) -10900 4100 8200 1500 3500 -5200 

        

#Batches Reacting       

#Batches Mixing       

Difference Process Costs (euro) 2700 600 -2500 1200 -1600 2300 

Difference Filter Costs (euro) 580 130 -530 260 -300 500 

Difference Cleaning Costs (euro) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

        
       Total Difference -7620 4830 5170 2960 1600 -2400 

Table 6.2: results of analytical model on the costs difference between current situation and situation 

with PDT, if cleanings in the mixing phase are eliminated 

 

In conclusion the following can be said about the results of the analytical model of PDT at DNR+:  

- Especially the high cleaning costs and additional cleanings in the mix phase make sure that 

PDT for DNR+ does not lead to a redesign which is feasible concerning the FR that the costs 

cannot increase compared to the current situation. 

- The fixed allocation of mixers to specific intermediate groups eliminates the additional 

cleanings which makes sure that costs do not increase compared to the current situation, but 

still no high saving occur. This is due to the fact that fixed labour costs per batch in the mixing 

stage are still relatively high. 

- The more end products can be combined into an intermediate group the higher the costs 

savings.   

 

The analytical model is made to determine the input parameters for the simulation model. 

Furthermore the analytical model already gives some insights in the results which makes it possible 

to set the decision parameters already. More concrete with the analytical model it can already be 

indicated that: 

- The location of the CODP remains as indicated by DNR+, but it is expected that improvement 

can be made here 

- Ordering decision strategies at all stock points is (s,Q) for each product 

- Reorder levels are as indicated in the analytical model 

- Batch sizes in the mixing phase are as indicated in the analytical model 

- Priorities have no major impact on the results 

- Reactors should be used flexible, and mixers are fixed allocated 

- At maximum 4 intermediate groups can be used 

 

6.4 Opportunities for Improvement 
Since some simplifications were made, the redesign as proposed will not necessarily be optimal. This 

section will shortly indicate some opportunities for improvement concerning the redesign. Three 

possible improvements can be indicated. The adaption of the reorder level, since sometimes an 
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unplanned delivery due to bulk demand occurs, optimization of the intermediate reorder level since 

a multi-echelon situation occurs for some products and adaption of the MTO-MTS strategy.  

 

Adapt reorder level because of the bulk demand 

The reorder level in the redesign is set based on the normal demand of drums. The bulk demand is 

not taken into account. However, sometime the inventory position increases during the 

replenishment cycle due to a bulk order. An increase in the inventory position could be seen as a 

negative demand, which makes the average demand during lead time and the standard deviation 

during the lead time different from real situation and therefore probably the reorder level could be 

changed as well which would lead to a better solution. This will be verified in the simulation model. 

 

Optimization of the intermediate reorder level 

In the new situation a multi-echelon system is created for the end products with a MTS strategy. Van 

Houtum (2006) gives an indication on how to determine target fill rates in a multiple echelon 

situation. However, since these intermediate products are also used for the products with an MTO 

strategy the fill rate target of this stock point is based on the required service level for the MTO 

products.  However as indicated by the De Kok and Fransoo (2003), setting reorder levels for a multi-

echelon assembly situation could be done more efficiently with for example a synchronized base-

stock policy. The BOM for end products is currently not known yet, so this method cannot be used 

already and therefore it was chosen to have a target fill rate which satisfies the service level for the 

MTO products. But since this target fill rate is not necessary for the MTS products, the safety stock 

could probably be lower than calculated by the analytical model. This will be verified in the 

simulation model. A recommendation for DNR+ would be to calculate the optimal reorder level for 

intermediates if more is known about the BOM. 

 

Adaption of MTS-MTO strategy 

Like indicated in the previous section, DNR+ has determined whether a product has a MTO or a MTS 

strategy. This strategy is based on several inputs under which sales volume, whether it is a strategic 

product or not, shelf life and forecasts accuracy. Some of these parameters are doubtful in the 

importance of determining this strategy. By analysing the products which were delivered too late it 

can be seen that some end products are more often delivered late than other end products. So this 

gives reasons to believe that maybe the strategy for these products should be adapted.  For some 

end products it seems that unnecessarily a MTS strategy is used, while for other a MTO should have 

been used. The decision on having a MTO or MTS strategy currently is not only based on feasibility 

and therefore is taken for granted because not all considerations of DNR+ are known. But a 

recommendation to DNR+ is given to reconsider the strategy used one more.   
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7 Implementation  
In order to implement the previously discussed concept of PDT with the improvement of fixedly 

allocated mixers, a simulation model is built. This is necessary because in the analytical model some 

assumptions were made which might cause that the results of the analytical model differ slightly 

from the real situation and especially for the products with a MTO strategy the service level is hard to 

take into account. This service level is one of the FR and therefore is important to take into account. 

 

7.1 Selection of the Software  
Several supply chain simulation software packages are available, but since DNR+ should be able to 

use the software themselves after this research is done only free software and software for which 

they already have a license is considered. This limits the choices to two; ExtendSim and CPN Tools. 

ExtendSim is a software program which is used more often at DNR+ and CPN Tools is freeware. For 

CPN Tools it is known that it has all the technical features necessary and after a short survey to 

ExtendSim it became clear that this has all the technical features as well. Therefore a comparison of 

important non technical features is found in Appendix XIV on which the choice is made. Based on this 

analysis the choice for ExtendSim is made, since this simulation software is more friendly to use for 

an user without knowledge of the software package. Even though it contains some errors and the 

support is awful, this only is of importance for the builder and a choice is made here that it should be 

as convenient as possible for the user. 

 

7.2 Simulation Model in ExtendSim 
To make a fair comparison between the current and new situation, a model for the current situation 

is built and this model is extended to model the situation with implementation of PDT. A summary of 

what aspects are taken into account in the simulation model is found in Table 7.1.  

 

Process Step Description 

Reacting Variable reaction time 

 Preferred reactor if available  

 Other reactor is not available 

 Always preferred reactor if bulk demand 

 Priority of orders 

 Different reactor sizes 

 Different production quantity per product at a specific reactor 

 Clean in two subsequent products are intolerant 

 Off-Spec Production 

 React on Off-spec Production 

Mixing Variable Mixing time 

 Change filters after a specific amount of flow or if intolerant 

 Route according to available pipelines 

 Off-Spec Production 

 React On Off-Spec Production 

 Mixing capacity adaptations in new situation 

General Start production if the stock level gets below the reorder level for MTS 

 Start production if stock level is not sufficient for MTO 

 Start production if bulk order arrives 

 Deliver only full orders 

 Backorders 

 Deliver bulk only if a production cycle is finished even though there is already 
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sufficient stock 

 Start mixing if sufficient intermediates stock is available in new situation 

 Mix according to certain percentages in new situation 

 Rework off-spec product if possible 

Table 7.21: what is taken into account in the simulation models 

In the simulation model corrective maintenance of the production process is not taken into account, 

since few is known about the failure rate and time to repair. Some data is available, but it is only 

recorded as from June onward and still not every incident concerning maintenance is recorded. The 

level of detail in this data is based on days which makes it not very reliable as well. The total hours of 

each equipment type that is was running eventually is known, but with this data no real model sketch 

about the corrective maintenance can be made. 

In the current situation the detailed planning is made by hand for every different kind of situations. 

Therefore the planning is manually optimized which is not possible to automate and therefore it 

cannot be modelled. The manual optimization for example is the adaption of the planning to 

minimise cleanings and mismatches between customer order sizes and reactor batch sizes. Because 

of the lack of this manual optimization the simulation model could gain results which differ at some 

point with reality. 

 

The make the models easily adaptable for the input variables an Excel database is made which could 

be loaded into ExtendSim. In Table 7.2 an overview of what the inputs of the simulation model are 

can be found. All the outputs generated with ExtendSim are gathered into a database as well, which 

could be loaded into Excel easily. With Excel the results can be processed further. An overview of the 

outputs of the simulation model is given in Table 7.3. 

 

Description  

Demand distribution Normal Customers per End Product  

Demand distribution Bulk Customers per End Product  

Arrival rate customers per End Product  

Percentage Strategic Customers per End Product  

Preferred reactor per End Product Per Order Type  

Reaction time distribution  

Reorder Level per End Product  

Production Quantities per End Product per Reactor  

Mixing Quantity per End Products  

Suitability for Producing from Intermediates  

Ratio of Intermediate Products  

Reorder Level Intermediates  

Table 7.22: input variables of the simulation model 

Description  

Average End Inventory Levels per product  

Average Intermediate Inventory Levels per product  

Average Off-Spec Stock Levels per product  

Average Time Products are Kept on Stock per product  

Reactor Utilization per reactor  

Mixer Utilization per mixer  

Average Lead Time and Lead Time Uncertainty to Customers per product  
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Service Level to Customers per product  

Number of Cleanings  

Number of Filter Changes  

Number of Reactor Batches  

Number of Mixing Batches  

Amount of Discarded Product  

Amount of Product Sold at Outlet  

Table 7.23: dependent variables taken into account in the models 

Note that the discarded stock due to perishability is not an output of the model, since the shelf life of 

a product is not fixed. After the expiring of an initial taken shelf life the product is retested and it 

could still meet the quality requirements and therefore remain in stock. Without a fixed shelf life it is 

hard to determine what the total amount of aged stock would become. To draw some conclusion 

about aging of stock the simulation model generates output on the average stock age and the 

maximum age of a certain amount of stock. To give an indication about how the simulation model 

looks like in Appendix XV are some screenshots of the model. 

 

7.3 Simulation Setup 
This chapter describes the simulation setup parameters to make sure a reliable setup is chosen. 

Before the simulation of the model can be done, the warm-up period, the cool-down period, the 

number of replications and the run length should be determined. The warm-up period is important 

to delete any possible bias due to initial settings. Often it takes some time to reach the steady state. 

In our case a cool down period is not necessary since the system will not run idle. The number of 

replications and the replication run length are required to yield significant and unbiased results.  

 

7.3.1 Warm-Up Period 

According to Law and Kelton (2000) a pilot run of at least 5 replications with a large (arbitrarily 

defined by Law and Kelton) run length is the correct input to yield significant results. In their book 

Law and Kelton use 10 replications in the examples and therefore the pilot run will consist of 10 

replications with a large run period of 10 years. In order to determine the warm-up period of the 

simulation, Welsh’s method is used as described in Law and Kelton (2000). Within this method Yji is 

the ith observation form the jth replication (j = 1,2,…..,n, where n is the number of replications;  i = 1, 

2, ….., m where m is the number of observations). 

 

Let  

 wxH = d w�H/z�
�	
    for ~ =  1,2, … , m (37)  

 

Then wxH��� is the moving average with window w (w is a positive integer such that w ≤(m/4). 

According to Law and Kelton (2000), the following holds for the moving average: 

 

 wxH��� = ∑ wxH_���	��2� + 1           if  ~ = w + 1, … , m − w (38)  

 

 wxH��� = ∑ wxH_�H�
�	��H�
�2~ − 1      if ~ = 1, … , w (39)  

 

In the initial run as explained, 10 years are simulated. For the determination of the simulation setup 

we record several output parameters at the end of the day, which means that  m = 10* 365 = 7300 

days. Therefore w should be smaller than 7300/4 =1825 and w = 100 is chosen.  
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The output parameters as described in the previous section were recorded per day and for each of 

these output parameters the warm-up period is determined. Not all the results will be presented, but 

to indicated that there is a difference in the warm-up period of an average output value or a single 

output value, the total average stock level of end products and the reactor utilization of a single 

reactor are shown. These two outputs depend on many other important factors as well and are 

therefore a goof representation of performance measures for the warm-up period. It turns out that if 

the output is an average value the warm- up period is shorter than if a specific output value is taken. 

The moving average of for example the total average inventory level depicted in Figure 7.1. It could 

be seen that a warm-up period of 100 days should be sufficient. Looking at the utilization of a single 

reactor, depicted in Figure 7.2, a warm-up period of 300 days is necessary. It turns out that for the 

different out-put parameters a warm-up period of 300 days is indeed sufficient. 

 
Figure 7.1: warm-up period determination based on total average stock 

 

Figure 7.2: warm-up period determination based on reactor utilization of a single reactor 

Determining a warm-up period long enough so that the effect of the initial bias becomes negligible at 

the end of warm-up period is one of the options to find the warm-up period. In several articles un 

which the article Goh and Varaprasad (1986) it is indicated that there are more options. For example 

reducing the initial bias by assigning initial values to the performance measures at the start of a 

simulation replication. These initial values should be equal to the expected values of these variables 

found with using the following distributions. Most of these other methods of determining the warm-

up period are indicated as better, because in this way the simulation run length could be shortened, 

because of a shorter warm-up period. For the simulation model in ExtendSim this however is not 

necessary since it does not take much time to run a certain simulation and besides this it is not 

possible to indicate a certain utilization at the start of a run, or to put some initial orders in a queue 

and therefore these other methods are not better for the simulation model as described in this 

report. The warm-up period therefore is 300 days. 
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7.3.2 Run Length 

Law and Kelton (2000) suggest a simulation run length that is sufficiently large relative to the warm-

up period. No real indication is given, but in the example they use a run length of 160 with a warm-

up period of 24. Unfortunately there is no method available to define the run length more 

adequately. With a warm-up of 300 days, a run length of 10 years of should be sufficient.  

 

7.3.3 Number of Replications 

The number of replications necessary is the minimum number to detect differences. A number 

between 5 and 10 is usually taken but Law and Kelton (2000) suggest another way of determining the 

number of replications. First they determine the desired level of relative error, γ. This relative error is 

the expected amount of relative average difference between the values of the replication means and 

the actual mean, μ. For this experiment the relative error will be set at 0.1 with a confidence level (1 

– α) of 90%, which means an α of 10% will be used. Using these settings means that X will have a 

relative error of at most γ/(1 + γ) which is 0.09. This is “the adjusted relative error needed to get an 

actual relative error of γ” (Law and Kelton,2000, p. 513), in about 90% of the cases. Note that the 

parameters can only be chosen rather arbitrary, but some guarantee on the reliability of the results is 

necessary and a relative error of 0,09 indicates that results are rather reliable. 

 

This analysis again is done for the different performance measures. The utilization factors for each 

type of equipment are very constant over 10 runs,  and therefore this analysis will be done with the 

total averages stock levels, but also with the stock level of a single arbitrary chosen end product end 

the average stock age of this product to give an indication about the reliability of the outputs. From 

the pilot run the following data is gathered: 

 

 Total stock level Stock level end product 1 Stock age end product 1 

S
2 

(n) (variance) 2466784461 1327942 47 

X (n) (average) ????? ???? ??? 

n (# replications) 10 10 10 

 

The approximate number of replications required to obtain an estimate of μ (the actual mean 

throughput time of the model) with a relative error of 0,1 and a confidence level of 90% is given by 

the following formula (Law & Kelton 2000): 

 

 zv∗��� = �~z B~ ≥ z: 7H�
,���/1�01�z�/~l�z� ≤ �� (40)  

In which: zv∗���= the approximate number of replications required 7H�
,���/1 = student t distribution for 1 – α/2 (0,95) and i – 1 degrees of freedom. 

The formula should be read as follows. Find the minimal i greater than or equal to n such that ����,���/�������/H���� ≤ � holds. 

 

In our situation this for example for the total inventory becomes: 

 zv∗�0.1� = �~z �~ ≥ 10: 7H�
,�,���2466784461/~1693879 ≤ 0.09� (40.1) 

 

For i = 10 the results of the total average stock level, the stock level of a single product and the stock 

age of a single product are 0.016996, 0.040158 and 0.032902 respectively. These are all already  

much smaller than 0.09 and therefore we can conclude that 10 replications is more than sufficient to 

reach this relative error.  
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7.4 Validation and verification 
The model for the current situation will be verified and validated in this chapter in order to be sure 

that the results give a good representation of the reality. First the validation and later the verification 

will be discussed.  

 

7.4.1 Validation of the Simulation Model 

According to Irobi et al. (2001), the validation of conceptual models is questioning that the 

assumptions underlying the conceptual models are correct and they reasonably represent the 

problem for a given purpose. In this section we shall look at several validation techniques often used 

according to Irobi et. el. (2001). All of the techniques are done for the current situation as well as the 

situation with the implementation of PDT in the same way. There are not many differences in the 

values found in the validations of the two model and therefore only the validation of the current 

model will be elaborated in more detail, and if this model is valid the model with the implementation 

of DPT is valid as well. 

 

Comparison to other models and events validity:  

The comparison to other models means that different outputs of the simulation model being 

validated are compared to those of other ‘valid’ models. Events validity means that the events of 

occurrences of the simulation model are compared to those of the real system to see if they are 

similar. These two techniques are combines and the results of the simulation model are compared 

with the results of the analytical model where possible and the real situation. The analytical model 

made some simplifying assumptions under which a fixed order quantity and a fixed percentage of 

cleanings and no off-spec production and these assumptions are not taken into account in the 

simulation model. Therefore the results can differ at some points. The comparison of the values for 

the average stock levels for each end product can be found in Appendix XII. This performance 

measure is used because it is known for all three situations; the simulation model, the analytical 

model and the real situation. In Appendix XII it can be seen that there is some difference in the 

results, but for 84 % of all values the difference is less than 20% compared to the real situation. This 

already is an improvement compared to the analytical model. Like indicated for the analytical model 

as well, for products with a low demand rate it is hard to compare the results to the real situation, 

since an average of 8 months inventory levels, taken the credit crisis into account, is not very reliable. 

To overcome this, the effect of PDT is measured by two simulation models, one for the current 

situation and one for the situation with implementation of PDT, to make a fair comparison. To make 

sure these simulation models are valid, also some other validity tests are done. 

 

Degenerate test:  

This required selecting appropriately values of input and internal parameters to test the degeneracy 

of the model’s behaviour. Several tests concerning utilization of the equipment are done and the 

observed effects are always as expected. To give an indication of these tests Table 7.4 is given. 

 

Input change Observed effect 

Only 2 reactor instead of 4, such that 

arriving rate is larger than the service rate 

 

Queue lengths continue to increase and remain 

increasing. 

Give products all the same preferred 

reactor 

The selected reactor has a higher utilization than the 

other three, but since reactors are flexible, the 

queue lengths do not explode 

 

Duration of all operations is 0 Lead times to customers becomes 0, no back orders 

can be found and no queues are formed 

Table 7.4: examples of degenerate tests done 
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Face validity and predictive validation:  

This is often used to know if the logic used in the conceptual model is correct and if the input-output 

relationship is reasonable. This is done by asking knowledgeable people if the system model 

behaviour is reasonable. By going through the process step by step, predicting what the next step 

would be and verifying if this indeed occurs the model is validated as well. The two different person 

with which the model is checked both agreed that the model seems valid. 

 

Internal validity: 

According to Sargent (2003), a large amount of stochastic variability may be a sign of lack of 

consistency and may result in questionable results. He suggests that several replications (or runs) of 

the simulation model should be performed to determine the extent of internal stochastic variability 

of the simulation model. Therefore the confidence intervals of several performance measures are 

given in Table 7.5. The performance measures depicted are the performance measure which show 

the highest stochastic variability. The table indicated the average value, the minimum and maximum 

value of the 10 runs, the 95% confidence interval (CI) and what percentage the 95% CI is compared to 

the average. From this table, it can be concluded that there is not a large amount of stochastic 

variability in each of the performance measures, since the ratio of the 95% CI and the average is 

always below 5% 

 

 Average Min Max 95% CI CI/Average 

Total Stock ????? ????? ????? ????? 0.018841 

Stock End product 1 ????? ????? ????? ????? 0.04294 

Average Total Stock Age ????? ????? ????? ????? 0.035181 

Stock Age End product 1 ????? ????? ????? ????? 0.045639 

Total Service Level ????? ????? ????? ????? 0.003473 

Service Level End product 1 ????? ????? ????? ????? 0.002937 

Table 7.5: internal validity check for several performance measures 

 

7.4.2 Verification of the Simulation Model 

The simulation models are verified by verification methods as described in Sargent (2003) and Kelton 

& Law (2000) which are tracing the operation in the simulation models and checking consistency of 

the outputs with expected values This section presents these steps of the verification of the 

simulation models 

 

Tracing the operation in the simulation models 

Finding out whether a model does the things right is done stepwise. Multiple stepwise runs were 

done, to verify whether the model takes the correct routing, adds the correct amount to the correct 

databases etc. This is done during the building of the model such that a constant check on the 

correctness is done. The model is build with a few sample products inside and after each new 

implementation step a track flow run is done which means that the actual steps can constantly be 

monitored. The model is extended stepwise in this way. First the current situation is built completely 

and after verifying and validating the model completely, the adaption for the implementation of PDT 

are made. 

 

Checking consistency of the outputs with expected values 

To make an additional check several properties of the model were described and it was verified 

whether these properties could be found in the model. In the simulation model are some additional 

checking point built under which a recording of each arriving and leaving order, the order which still 

need to be delivered and the time and amount of the start of producing and at the end of producing. 

These additional checking points are used to check the consistency. Properties here refer to 
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properties on boundaries of the system, the paths chosen in the system and appearing or 

disappearing events
8
.  

 

Boundaries of the system refer to maximum number of resources which should not be exceeded,  or 

maximum number of orders in a queue etc. The boundaries which can be found at DNR+ are: 

- There should never be more than 4 resources representing the reactor 

- There should never be more than 16 resources representing the mixers 

 

Properties on the chosen paths are whether the model activates the right operations on the right 

time. This is verified stepwise mostly but an additional check is done with the following property. 

- The delivery time of a bulk order can never be smaller then 2120, which is the fixed time 

which is at least necessary to produce  

 

The appearing or disappearing of events for the model implies that orders cannot disappear, 

inventory cannot increase without a finished production order etc. The model therefore records 

every arriving order and every delivered order, and every production order started and finished. The 

following should be true. 

- No customer orders should disappear or appear in the system. So recorded orders cannot go 

below zero (this means a delivery without an order) and cannot increase without a decrease 

(order arrives but is never delivered). 

- No production orders should disappear or appear in the system. So recorded production 

orders cannot go below zero (inventory increase without a finished production order) and 

cannot increase without a decrease (production order was finished but inventory is never 

increase with the finished amount). 

- All backorders need to be delivered. 

 

These properties all hold for the model and therefore it could be assumed that the model is does the 

things right. 

 

7.5 Sensitivity analysis 

The input parameters which were varied in the analytical model were varied in the simulation model 

as well to gain some insight about the sensitivity of the results on these parameter. From the 

analytical model it can already be concluded that the model is sensitive to changes in the demand 

per period and the fixed costs per batch in the mixing stage and this holds for the simulation model 

as well. Therefore only these results will be presented in this chapter, since these are the most 

important results. The sensitivity analysis is performed for the intermediate groups 1 and 6 since 

these groups give the major benefits according to the analytical model. 

 

                                                           
8
 source: slides course 1BM15 Executable Model of Logistic Systems 
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Figure 7.3: Sensitivity analysis  of the fixed costs on the service level and the total costs 

 

In Figure 7.3 can be seen that if the fixed costs can be reduced by 25% the total relevant costs can be 

reduced with more or less 8%. Although this percentage does not seem very high, one should keep in 

mind that in the total costs also end products not suitable for PDT are taken into account. These 

costs will hardly be effected by PDT and therefore the change of 8% is reached for only 26% of the 

products. Only taken these 26% of the products into account a percentual difference in total costs of 

more or less 30% is reached. Therefore it can be seen that the total relevant costs depend strongly 

on the fixed costs.  

The service level on the other hand is not sensitive to the fixed costs at all since the difference from 

the base case is at maximum 0.23%. This is logical since the lead times do not changes for the MTO 

products and for the MTS products the reorder level is adapted to meet a preset service level.  

 

The second input variable which is differed is the demand per period. Since the demand per period 

also effects the results of the current situation the sensitivity analysis depicts the difference between 

the current situation and the situation with implementation of PDT on the total costs and the service 

level. The comparison of the differences gives a better indication of what the effect of PDT is in the 

different demand per period situations. The results can be seen in Figure 7.4. 

 

 
Figure 7.4: Sensitivity analysis  of the demand per period on the service level and the total 

cost difference between the current situation and the situation with implementation of PDT 

 

From Figure 7.4 it can be seen that if demand decreases with 25% the difference in costs almost 

doubles, which means that the situation with PDT the costs decrease twice as fast if the demand 

becomes lower than in the situation without PDT. Notice that this do not means that the total costs 

become twice as cheap, the sensitivity purely is about the effectiveness of PDT. It can be concluded 

that the total demand per period is an important factor to take into account as well, which is logical 

because of the fixed batch sizes in the reacting phase. If demand becomes very small, the large batch 

sizes are more inconvenient and make sure many inventory is left for a single demand. Smaller batch 

sizes are then more effective. If the demand per period gets higher, the larger batch size are less of a 

problem.  

For the effect on the total service level it holds that if the demand per period increases the service 

level of the situation with PDT does decrease more strongly than for the situation without PDT. This 

effect is not very large but there is a effect. This means that having a smaller demand per period also 

has make PDT more effective looking at the total service level.   
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8 Results 
This chapter describes the results of the simulation model on the output parameters set, and checks 

whether the redesign is feasible, such that the effectiveness of PDT can be judged. 

 

8.1 Comparison current situation with the situation with PDT 
The results of the simulation will be discussed in this section. All the different outputs for the PDT 

situation will be compared with the current situation. In the redesign it is indicated that only four 

intermediate groups could be implemented, because otherwise the mixing capacity is not sufficient. 

In Appendix XVI the results of all the individual intermediate groups could be seen and from this 

Appendix it can be concluded that intermediate group 1, 4, 5 and 6 have the best results and 

therefore these groups are chosen. The results of the outputs are summed up in Table 8.1. and 8.2.  

 

Comparison of the Current Situation with PDT situation for Intermediate Group 1, 4, 5 and 6 

Cost Item      Current   New Diff 
 

Cleaning #Cleanings reactor (average per year) ??   ??     
 

  #Cleanings mixer (average per year) 0   0     
 

  Labour Cost (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ???   ???   
 

  Material Cost (?? kg a ?? €/kg)   ??????   ??????   
 

  Total Cleaning Costs (per year)   ??????   ?????? ?????? 
 

                
 

Storage Intmediate Stock (CC 0,08 €/€/year) 0 0 ?????? ??????   
 

  End product Stock (CC 0,08 €/€/year) ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????   
 

  Off Spec stock (CC  0,08 €/€/year) ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????   
 

  Total Stock Costs (per year)   ??????  ?????? ?????? 
 

                
 

Reacting #Batches (Average per year) ??????   ??????     
 

  Labour Cost (??hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   
 

  Total Reacting Costs (per year)   ??????   ?????? ?????? 
 

                
 

Mixing #Batches (Average per year) ??????   ??????     
 

  Labour Cost (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   
 

  Total Mixing Costs (per year)   ??????   ?????? ?????? 
 

                
 

Filtering #Batches (Average per year) ??????   ??????     
 

  Labour Cost fixed (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   
 

  # Filter Changes (Average per year) ??????   ??????     
 

  Labour FilterChange (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   
 

  Material Cost (?? €/change)   ??????   ??????   
 

  Total Filtering Costs (per year)   ??????   ?????? ?????? 
 

                
 

Total Difference  in Costs     ??????  ?????? -3.6% 
 

Table 8.1: results of PDT on the costs for all end products 

Note that the intermediate stock level in this table is already the optimized value. As indicated 

before, the calculated reorder level for the intermediates was not optimal and therefore it was 

reduced with steps of 1000 kg by trial and error as long as the service level did not change. This 

optimization already is taken into account in Table 8.1. 
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Description     Current New Diff 

Service Level     ?????? ?????? 0.015 

Average Delivery Time Normal, Non strat (days) ?????? ?????? -0.06 

  Normal, StratCustomer (days) ?????? ?????? -0.02 

  Normal, StratProduct (days) ?????? ?????? -0.02 

  Bulk, Non strat (days) ?????? ?????? -1.39 

  Bulk, StratCustomer (days) ?????? ?????? -1.44 

  Bulk, StratProduct (days) ?????? ?????? -2.71 

Average Stock Age   (days) ?????? ?????? -6.00 

Average Maximum Stock Age   (days) ?????? ?????? -7.00 

Utilization Reactors     ?????? ?????? -0.03 

Utilization Mixers     ?????? ?????? 0.21 

Average Waiting Time Reactor   (min) ?????? ?????? -8.78 

Table 8.2: results of PDT on output parameters for all end products 

Table 8.1 indicates the costs of the redesign in comparison with the current situation whereas Table 

8.2 reports on the remaining output parameters. From the tables the following conclusion could be 

drawn. 

• Better use of capacity in the reacting phase leads to a small cost saving 

• Inventory savings occur, but the intermediate inventory level still is relatively high. Inventory 

saving could be higher if the fixed costs per batch are lower 

• The increase in fixed costs is high because of the smaller batches and the high fixed costs per 

batch 

• The increase in the service level is minimal 

• Average delivery time decreases for the bulk orders, but not for the normal orders 

• The difference in stock age is minimal 

The results of the tables will be discussed more extensively in the next paragraph where it is 

immediately related to the expected advantages and disadvantages. 

 

8.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of PDT 

Overall, improvements and drawbacks are concluded to lead to a minor improvement in costs, while 

slightly improving the customer service levels. Consequently, the redesign is concluded to be 

feasible. Although there clearly are some positive effects of PDT, it overall is not as beneficial as 

expected. The first reason is that products which are suitable for PDT have a relatively small effect on 

the total service level and are not the products with currently the highest impact on the 

underperforming service level of DNR+. The second reason is that the small batches in the mixing 

phase have a major implication on the costs, since the fixed costs of a batch is relatively high. These 

high fixed costs in the mixing phase also cause that the inventory related costs do not increase 

drastically and that the average stock age does not change much. If these costs could be decreased 

 

Improved Service Level 

The service level increases if PDT is applied. The average lead time of the products technically 

suitable for PDT reduces which explains the increase in the service level. Besides this, the uncertain 

first reacting phase is eliminated from the lead time. Even though the decrease in the lead time is 

seen in the simulation, the total weighted average service level will only increase from 0.928 to 

0.943. Based on this, it is concluded that the products suitable for PDT have a minor impact in the 

total customer service and appear not to be main cause of the problem in the current situation. 

Therefore, their effect on the improvement of the service level is relatively small, but still significant. 
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Reduction of average inventory level of end products  

There are three reasons why the average inventory level of the end products suitable for PDT 

reduces. The first reason is that if the lead time becomes smaller the demand the during lead time 

becomes smaller as well. So without changing the safety stock, the reorder level can already be 

located lower. The second reason is that if the lead time uncertainty becomes smaller, less safety 

stock is needed and therefore also a lower reorder level is necessary. The last effect is that if the 

batch size becomes smaller (because there is no fixed technical batch size anymore), the highest 

point in the inventory cycle becomes lower and therefore the total average inventory becomes 

lower.  

This results in a decrease in the average end inventory for the products suitable for PDT of almost 

30%. The inventory levels of the remaining products do not significantly differ. DNR+ uses a carrying 

charge of 8% and 1 kg of end product on average has a cost price of almost ????euro. Note that this 

average is not used in the calculations, where the real costs prices per product is used. With these 

costing parameters the amount of inventory related costs for DNR+ is relatively small compared to 

labour costs and cleaning costs. An advantage of more or less 55,000 euro per year could be gained 

with PDT when looking at the inventory related costs of end products. The inventory related costs 

could be reduced more reduced more if the fixed costs per batch would be reduced as indicate 

before. For the relatively few products suitable for PDT there are also product which have a high 

demand per period and as indicated the effect of PDT then also is smaller. The reduction of average 

inventory therefore can be seen but unfortunately the effect is minimal. 

 

Reduction of off-spec stock level 

The average off spec-stock level for all products decreases, since less different kinds of products are 

made in the reaction phase and therefore for the production suitable for PDT, the produced off-spec 

products which can be reworked is reworked more faster than with many different kinds of products. 

In that case less orders arrive for the same product and since rework could only be done by mixing a 

small amount with in-spec production, the off-spec product needs to wait longer to be reworked. In 

the situation for DNR+ the average off-spec stock decreases with an amount of ???? kg which costs 

annually some more than ???? euro. In percentages the off-spec stock decreases with almost 60%. 

Note that this does not include the depreciation risk of off-spec material, which will decrease 

drastically. 

 

Additional inventory for intermediates 

The intermediate stock point which is introduced did not exist in the current situation. So the 

average intermediate stock for each intermediate is additional stock. Since the end products are 

made out of two intermediate products, two stock points per intermediate are necessary which 

reduces the effect of risk pooling and relatively high safety stocks are necessary. The total amount of 

intermediate inventory is ???? kg, which costs about ???? euro per year.  

 

Smaller batches in mixing stage. 

This disadvantage could be split up in three separated disadvantages. 

 

High process costs 

Due to the fact that there are relatively high fixed costs and batch sizes become smaller, the  

costs for producing in the mixing stage become higher. The increase is 29,000 euro per year.  

 

More filter changes 

Filters are changed every ????kg or when two subsequent orders are intolerant. Because in 

the PDT situation only four mixers are available for mixing the non PDT products, the filters 

are changed more often, because more often two intolerant products pass. On the other 

hand for the product suitable for PDT holds that never two intolerant products are produced 
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in a row. It turns out that this results only in a very small increase in filter changes. This 

results in an additional 1000 euro per year for changing filters.  

 

 

Additional operator capacity necessary 

Smaller batches in the mixing phase lead to need of more operator capacity, since a fixed amount of 

2,81 hours per additional batch is necessary. In the current situation operator capacity already was a 

problem and therefore this increase should be taken into account. 

 

8.3 Reflection of PDT for DNR+ 

This section will reflect on the results as described above, since the results are based on a not 

elaborated technical case and still many uncertainties exists which should be mentioned. These 

uncertainties will be described below. The uncertainties either strengthen or weaken the 

effectiveness of PDT. The uncertainty about the product portfolio and the technical uncertainties will 

weaken the effectiveness of PDT, and therefore some pessimistic assumptions setting is done which 

will strengthen the effectiveness of PDT again. The last uncertainty which will strengthen the effect 

of PDT is that some cost aspect could not taken into account which will probably would have had 

some positive results. 

 

Changing product portfolio 

An uncertainty is that the alkyd resin product portfolio is changing a lot. The non strategic products 

for which the demand is expected to decrease are removed from the product port folio and new 

products are added. Therefore the stability of the demand for end products can be questioned and 

this research is based on a stationary demand. It should be kept in mind that if the product port folio 

is going to change a lot, additional research will be necessary. 

 

Technical uncertainties 

In cooperation with the chemical specialists we made several intermediate groups with products 

suitable for PDT, however this suitability is not yet technical proven and especially for the thixotropic 

alkyds it can be expected that some of the products cannot be made out of intermediates. As seen 

during the research the size of the intermediate groups is important for the effectiveness. As a result 

the technical feasibility is important and technical research should be done. 

 

Pessimistic assumption setting 

The assumptions made are based on the worst case scenario, since the effectiveness of PDT should 

not be overrated. An important note here is that also the assumption is made that fixed costs per 

batch is the mixing phase remain the same if smaller batches are created and since this assumption 

could have major implication on the results this assumption is investigated in more detail by 

questioning several persons about the validity of this assumption and it turns out that the 

assumption that fixed mixing labour costs remain exactly the same is not very likely due to the 

following reason: 

- Routes are more fixed 

- Batch quantities are smaller which leads to a smaller loading time 

- Because more routine at reactor phase is created, time is saved there, which could be used 

to set-up the mix batches 

The exact effect cannot be measured or calculated and therefore also the results are given if the 

fixed costs per batch do not increase. I.e. the fixed costs per batch in the mixing phase remain the 

same, but for the additional mixing batches no additional fixed costs are calculated. Note that this 

would lead to the fact that the batch sizes in the mixing phase would be exactly equal to the 

customer order sizes. The results for this situation can be found in Table 8.4 and Table 8.5. 
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Comparison of the Current Situation with PDT situation for Intermediate Group 1, 4, 5 and 6 

Cost Item      Current   New Diff 
 

Cleaning #Cleanings reactor     Current   New   
 

  #Cleanings mixer (average per year) ??   ??     
 

  Labour Cost (average per year) 0   0     
 

  Material Cost (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ???   ???   
 

  Total Cleaning Costs (?? kg a ?? €/kg)   ??????   ?????? ?????? 
 

    (per year)   ??????   ??????   
 

Storage Intmediate Stock             
 

  End product Stock (CC 0,08 €/€/year) 0 0 ?????? ??????   
 

  Off Spec stock (CC 0,08 €/€/year) ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????   
 

  Total Stock Costs (CC  0,08 €/€/year) ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? 
 

    (per year)   ??????  ??????   
 

Reacting #Batches             
 

  Labour Cost (Average per year) ??????   ??????     
 

  Total Reacting Costs (??hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ?????? ?????? 
 

    (per year)   ??????   ??????   
 

Mixing #Batches             
 

  Labour Cost (Average per year) ??????   ??????     
 

  Total Mixing Costs (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ?????? ?????? 
 

    (per year)   ??????   ??????   
 

Filtering #Batches             
 

  Labour Cost fixed (Average per year) ??????   ??????     
 

  # Filter Changes (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   
 

  Labour FilterChange (Average per year) ??????   ??????     
 

  Material Cost (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   
 

  Total Filtering Costs (?? €/change)   ??????   ?????? ?????? 
 

    (per year)   ??????   ??????   
 

Total Difference Costs            15% 
 

Table 8.4: effect of PDT on the total relevant costs when there are no additional fixed costs per batch 

 

Description     Current New Diff 

Service Level     ?????? ?????? 0.015 

Average Delivery Time Fert, Non strat (days) ?????? ?????? -0.03 

  Fert, StratCustomer (days) ?????? ?????? -0.02 

  Fert, StratProduct (days) ?????? ?????? -0.01 

  Bulk, Non strat (days) ?????? ?????? -1.95 

  Bulk, StratCustomer (days) ?????? ?????? -2.73 

  Bulk, StratProduct (days) ?????? ?????? -2.77 

Average Stock Age   (days) ?????? ?????? -34.00 

Average Maximum Stock Age   (days) ?????? ?????? -71.00 

Utilization Reactors     ?????? ?????? -0.03 

Utilization Mixers     ?????? ?????? 0.27 

Average Waiting Time Reactor   (min) ?????? ?????? -62.36 

Table 8.4: effect of PDT on several output parameters when there are no additional fixed costs per 

batch 



 

From these tables it can be concluded that when the fixed costs remain the same, t

increase drastically which would strengthen the effectiven

which can be observed is that the average stock ages reduces drastically as well, which also has some 

benefits that will be further elaborated in

between the values of Table 8.1 and 8.3, which give respectively a pessimistic and optimistic image.

 

Cost aspects not taken into account

There are two cost aspects which are not taken into account, 

The first impact in the reduction of average raw material inventory due to the pooling effect. Since 

the BOM is unknown this effect cannot be taken into account, but some positive results can be 

expected occur here.  

The second cost aspect is the cost of discarded product due to perishability. Since the shelf life for 

products is not fixed, the results only indicated that the average stock age reduces. However, this is 

not translated into costs. The exact amount of aged st

indication about the amount of discarded product can be given. Based on the interviews this amount 

is expected to be a significant amount and therefore a lower stock age is expected to give an 

additional advantage on the effect of the total relevant costs.

 

8.4 Effectiveness of the redesign
The effectiveness of the redesign is verified by looking at the two specified functional requirements. 

 

Functional Requirement 1: The total service level should be 95%

Recall the four possible situations and for each possible situation the functional requirement for the 

service level will be discussed. 

 

 

Possibility 1 is for the end products which cannot be made out of intermediates 

MTS strategy the simulation model indicate

 

 

Possibility 2 is for the end products which cannot be made out of intermediates 

MTO strategy the simulation model indicates

 

Possibility 3 is for the end products which can be made out of intermediates

strategy the simulation model indicates 

 

 

From these tables it can be concluded that when the fixed costs remain the same, t

increase drastically which would strengthen the effectiveness of PDT. Another major difference 

which can be observed is that the average stock ages reduces drastically as well, which also has some 

benefits that will be further elaborated in the next paragraph. The actual costs savings will be in 

between the values of Table 8.1 and 8.3, which give respectively a pessimistic and optimistic image.

Cost aspects not taken into account 

There are two cost aspects which are not taken into account, but which could have major impact. 

The first impact in the reduction of average raw material inventory due to the pooling effect. Since 

the BOM is unknown this effect cannot be taken into account, but some positive results can be 

second cost aspect is the cost of discarded product due to perishability. Since the shelf life for 

products is not fixed, the results only indicated that the average stock age reduces. However, this is 

not translated into costs. The exact amount of aged stock in the current situation is unknown, so no 

indication about the amount of discarded product can be given. Based on the interviews this amount 

is expected to be a significant amount and therefore a lower stock age is expected to give an 

tage on the effect of the total relevant costs. 

Effectiveness of the redesign 
The effectiveness of the redesign is verified by looking at the two specified functional requirements. 

Functional Requirement 1: The total service level should be 95% 

he four possible situations and for each possible situation the functional requirement for the 

 

Possibility 1 is for the end products which cannot be made out of intermediates 

n model indicates that the service level is on target. 

 

Possibility 2 is for the end products which cannot be made out of intermediates 

the simulation model indicates that the service level is below target.

 

3 is for the end products which can be made out of intermediates and which have an MTS 

the simulation model indicates that the service level is above target. 
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From these tables it can be concluded that when the fixed costs remain the same, the costs saving 

ss of PDT. Another major difference 

which can be observed is that the average stock ages reduces drastically as well, which also has some 

costs savings will be in 

between the values of Table 8.1 and 8.3, which give respectively a pessimistic and optimistic image. 

but which could have major impact. 

The first impact in the reduction of average raw material inventory due to the pooling effect. Since 

the BOM is unknown this effect cannot be taken into account, but some positive results can be 

second cost aspect is the cost of discarded product due to perishability. Since the shelf life for 

products is not fixed, the results only indicated that the average stock age reduces. However, this is 

ock in the current situation is unknown, so no 

indication about the amount of discarded product can be given. Based on the interviews this amount 

is expected to be a significant amount and therefore a lower stock age is expected to give an 

The effectiveness of the redesign is verified by looking at the two specified functional requirements.  

he four possible situations and for each possible situation the functional requirement for the 

Possibility 1 is for the end products which cannot be made out of intermediates and which have an 

Possibility 2 is for the end products which cannot be made out of intermediates and which have an 

that the service level is below target. 

and which have an MTS 
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Possibility 4 is for the end products which can be made out of intermediates and which have an MTO 

strategy the simulation model indicates that the service level is above target. 

 

In total the service level is 94.3% which is just beneath the desired service level. Notice that for all 

the above possibilities the service level can be met except for the MTO situation for the end products 

not suitable for PDT. This indicates that possibly the choice made by DNR+ for having a MTO or a MTS 

strategy will result in the fact that it is impossible to reach the overall desired service requirement. A 

reconsideration of this choice therefore is recommendable. An analysis about which products were 

delivered too late in the current situation results indeed in the fact that some of the products were 

significantly more found in the list of products causing the service level to drop. To investigate this in 

more detail a simulation is done for which a order have a MTO strategy is done. The results on the 

service level are given in Appendix VII. All products that do not meet the functional requirement of 

0,97 were changed into a MTS order and a new simulation was done. The results show that with this 

quick analysis already an improvement in the service level is seen and the total inventory levels 

become lower as well as indicated in Table 8.3 

 

  Difference  current situation 

and the situation with the 

adapted MTO - MTS strategy 

Total average inventory level (kg)  -2.2% 

Total service level  +2.1% 

Table 8.58.4.: results of reconsidering the MTO-MTS strategy 

It can be seen that reconsidering the MTO and MTS strategy is recommendable, as Table 8.5 shows 

that this might lead to a quick win: a decrease in the average inventory and an increase in the 

customer service level. 

 

Functional Requirement 2: costs cannot increase compared to the current situation 

As indicated in Table 8.1 the total relevant costs decrease 2.2%. Therefore this functional 

requirement is fulfilled. The costs decrease is relatively low due to the high fixed costs, but it is still a 

decrease.  
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9 Conclusions 
In this research the implications of PDT for the alkyd resin supply chain of DNR+ in Hoek van Holland 

are investigated, which gives an indication of conditions for the effectiveness of PDT in the batch 

process industry.  

 

Like indicated in Van den Eijnde (2010) practitioners have a lack of knowledge about how to verify 

whether PDT is beneficial in their situation. The proposed method of a complete redesign based on 

the tools provided by Bertrand et. al. (1993) based on the current situation is a time consuming but 

effective method to capture all possible advantages and disadvantages of PDT in the batch process 

industry. The advantages and disadvantages as discussed by Van den Eijnde (2010) are indeed a good 

guideline to create a feeling for practitioners  of what could be expected.  

 

For the case example the main advantages found are: 

• PDT decreases average end inventory for the suitable end products by 30% and average off 

spec inventory by 60% 

• PDT has a positive effect on the stock age of the material, leading higher process yields. 

• PDT increases the service level for the products suitable for PDT with 3.8% 

• Using mixing vessels as storage locations for the intermediate product minimises the 

investment costs to moving the current pipelines 

And the following disadvantages are found: 

• The relatively high fixed costs per batch and the smaller batches in the mixing phase 

outweigh the financial gains in lower average inventory levels when only PDT is implemented 

for the suitable products. 

• The products which have a relatively high demand per period the technical batch size already 

is close to the optimal batch size and for these products PDT on results in higher inventory 

related costs, due to the additional intermediate inventory, compared with a very small 

reduction on the end inventory. 

• The relatively low number of products that are suitable for PDT decrease its overall effect on 

service level improvements.  

 

For DNR+ it is possible to allocate mixers to dedicate to a certain intermediate group which sooths 

the large cost increases in cleaning costs. This reduces the large disadvantage of the additional 

processing costs, however this disadvantage still remains very large. Although not quantitatively 

supported by the model, a decrease in fixed labour costs for the additional batches can be expected 

by the implementation of PDT, further strengthening the benefits of its implementation. Because 

smaller batch sizes and fixed routings give the work of the operators more routine, the increase in 

labour costs shown from the models is expected to be compensated by this effect. Even with these 

improvements the effectiveness of PDT for DNR+ is minimal. For the products suitable for PDT costs 

decrease and service levels increase significantly, this effect however, diminishes if the whole 

product portfolio is taken into account. This means that the product suitable for PDT only represent a 

small percentage of the total demand and these products do not give the major problems in the 

current situation.  

 

The found results turn out to be sensitive for several parameters: 

• The higher the fixed costs per batch, the lower the positive effect of PDT on the total 

relevant costs. If fixed costs are high an increase in the number of batches results in very high 

process costs, whereas if the number of batches does not increase the additional 

intermediate inventory level results in higher costs and since batch size are not smaller the 

end inventory will not decrease. So, no matter what is done PDT then results in higher costs 

compared to the current situation.  
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• If the demand per period is high compared to the batch sizes the positive effect of PDT 

reduce as well. The higher this difference the better PDT performs. 

• The smaller the number of end products that belong to one intermediate group, the smaller 

the positive effect of PDT. 

 

Looking at the characteristics of the batch process industry these sensitivities are also important 

points of attentions for managers that are thinking about implementing PDT. Since the batch process 

industry is characterized by high fixed costs, a difference in batch size and customer sizes and many 

different end products. Managers should therefore first consider whether the fixed costs per batch 

form a relatively high part of the total relevant costs of producing. If this is true and these costs 

cannot be decreased, PDT most likely increases the costs which is not desired. Furthermore a second 

conditions is whether demand per period is high, resulting in many produced batches during a year 

the effect of PDT is minimal. So an analysis about what products are suitable for PDT and checking 

whether these products have a relatively small demand compared to the batch size is 

recommendable. With this analysis it can also be seen if the products causing the major problems in 

the supply chain are included to verify whether the overall effect is also significant. 

 

These qualitative conditions for the effectiveness of PDT in the batch process industry should reduce 

the efforts necessary to verify the implications of PDT in the batch process industry in a certain 

situation. 

 

9.1 Recommendations for DNR+ 
Three important recommendations can be given to DNR+ based on this research. 

This first recommendation concerns the PDT. It is indicated that for Hoek van Holland PDT is not 

likely to be beneficial since the suitable products for PDT only have a minor impact on the total 

service level. Only small intermediate groups could be indicated since over years more and more 

special products are produced which are not suitable for this concept because finding a generic 

component would be difficult. Conducting a chemical research that could increase the number of end 

products in an intermediate groups seriously could improve the effectiveness of PDT. The concept of 

PDT works for the suitable products, but with the currently indicated technical constraints, the total 

effect of PDT is minimal.  

But since there is an effect building the investment business case of implementing PDT is also 

recommendable for DNR+ to verify if the minimal effect could still be sufficient to make the 

investments. 

 

Besides this the fixed costs on the batch sizes are relatively high, which implies that the effect on 

smaller end inventories is minimal and the process costs quickly increase. If the fixed costs of 

producing are smaller and if the right products would be suitable for PDT, PDT could be beneficial. 

Since in China there is another production facility for producing alkyd resins, and the product 

portfolio there allows more products to be made with PDT, it could be that the concept would be 

suitable for China. Since the production process does not differ much from the production process in 

Hoek van Holland, a fairly easy analysis could be made based on this research. China could be more 

beneficial because of three reason: 

• The product portfolio of end products allows more and larger intermediate groups 

• The fixed costs per batch are smaller 

• Adaptations to the manufacturing in terms of rebuilding and moving equipment already 

needs to be done, in which it is more easy to take PDT already into account. 

 

The second recommendation concern the production process of Hoek van Holland. Like indicated in 

this research the decision for a MTO or MTS strategy should be reconsidered to gain some quick 

advantage on the service level without an increase in the service level.  Furthermore it is 
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recommendable that the safety stock setting procedure should be refined to fit the current situation 

better. The analytical tool can be used for this purpose. Finally it is recommend that service level 

definitions and corresponding targets are defined unambiguous. Currently the targets service levels 

are not mathematically optimized resulting in difficult considerations about MTO or MTS strategy. 

Besides this the service levels are defined based on what a customer asks instead of a more clear 

definition of service level on what is possible. This makes it more easy to make decision of processing 

and to control this service. The variable lead time based on what customer wants then is replaced by 

a fixed promised lead time, which is also more easy for customer to anticipate upon. 

 

9.2 Recommendations for future research 

PDT is an often discussed topic in research and many advantages could be found in literature. Several 

articles like Caux, David, & Pierreval (2005) and Shah (2005) have indicated that PDT could be 

beneficial for the batch process industry. However, this research has indicated that in the batch 

process industry with economies of scale due to the large batch sizes if is not beneficial to apply PDT. 

The case study used is a good example of a batch process and therefore it is likely that PDT would 

become difficult in the batch process industry. In this case study it is seen that small fixed costs per 

batch after the differentiating phase are required in order to be beneficial. A recommendation for 

further research therefore would be to further investigate what the conditions within the batch 

process industry should be in order to successful apply PDT. 

 

A second recommendation for further research is based on the bulk order versus normal order topic 

within this research. A start is made on how to determine the additional replenishment cycle and 

therefore average oversize per replenishment cycle. The average oversize is added to the normal 

order quantity and used in a formula  for determining the average stock level and this turned out to 

be a rather good approximation for the average stock level within some boundaries of the model. A 

recommendation for literature therefore should be to elaborate a better approximation of maybe 

even an exact approach to calculate the average stock level.  
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11 Abbreviations 
 

BOM:  Bill Of Material 

CODP: Customer Order Decoupling point 

DNR+:  DSM NeoResins
+
 

EDD:  Earliest Due Date 

FCFS: First come First Served 

FR: Functional Requirement 

GFC:  Goods Flow Control 

MTO:  Make-To-Order 

MTS:  Make-To-Stock 

OTIF: On Time In Full 

PDT: Postponement of Differentiating Tasks 

PU: Production Unit 

WIP: Work In Progress 
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Appendix I: Characteristics of each process step of the alkyd resin supply chain 

 

- Reacting/heating 

There are 4 reactors. Since foam is produced, a reactor cannot be completely filled and therefore 

for every product a technical batch size is indicated based on the density of a product. The 

amount produced can be selected by choosing on which reactor a product will be produced. 

Every alkyd can be made with every reactor but products do have a preferred reactor. If two 

subsequent products are intolerant a reactor needs to be cleaned. 

- Mixing with solvent (dilution) 

There are 16 mixing vessels. Every product can be made in every mixing vessel but from a certain 

reactor products cannot be transported to each mixing vessel. The amount of product produced 

is already determined in the reacting phase and cannot be chosen in this phase. If a reactor is 

cleaned, the mixing vessels will be cleaned as well. 

- Filtering 

Every filter system can be used for every product, but the product cannot go from every mixer to 

every filtering system. After a certain amount of flow or after two subsequent products which are 

intolerant, the filter candles and filter bags need to be changed. If a product is filtered, the mixing 

vessel are also still in use and cannot be used for a different product. 

- Filling/packaging 

The end product can be filled into drums or tank cars. Both can go immediately to customers, but 

drums can also be stored before going to a customer. Tank cars have a holding capacity of more 

or less 22 tons of end product. The drums have a holding capacity of 180 till 200 kilogram. Only if 

a batch is filled completely into drums or a tank car, the mixing vessel can be used again for 

another batch. 
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Appendix II: check for seasonality in the demand of end product 

 
Figure II.I: normalized moving average of the total demand of each end product. 

From Figure II.I it can be seen that the demand for 2010 has a completely different trend then for 

2009. In 2009 the Lehman effect was still preset (Peels, Udenio, Fransoo, Wolfs, & Hendrikx, 2009) 

within DNR+ which would explain that the total demand curve for 2009 is higher than for 2010. In 

2010 the swing reduced a lot i.e. the red line in Figure II.I has a much smaller amplification than the 

blue line. Based on this data it cannot be said if a seasonality trend exists. It can be seen that 

sometimes the total demand for a longer period moves away from the average. This variation in 

demand stay within a swing of 20%, but it is not constant. Based on Figure II.I it cannot be said if 

demand is stationary over time and since no more data is available, it is assumed that demand is 

stationary over time. Note that further research about this topic is recommendable. 

 

Figure II.II: normalized moving average of the demand of end product 1 

From Figure II.II it can be seen that also for a randomly chosen end product trends can be found.  The 

demand for this product in 2010 is very stable, whereas the demand in 2009 shows some swing, but 

this swing is not repeated in 2010. 
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Appendix III-A Distribution fitting; the variable processing time in the reacting phase 

Data of one year is taken (Nov 2009 till Nov 2010) for the distribution fitting on the variable reaction 

time, since data about earlier periods is not available for all input and data about earlier periods 

could have a large bias due to the effect of the economical crisis (Peels, Udenio, Fransoo, Wolfs, & 

Hendrikx, 2009). 

Information Plot 

 

Variable process time 
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Number of values: 
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Appendix III-B Distribution fitting;  the demand per customer per end product  

Data of one year is taken (Nov 2009 till Nov 2010) for all distribution fittings (see Ap III.A). 

Information Plot 
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for end product 1 
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Demand per customer 

for  end product 5 

 

Number of values: 

36 

 

P-Value: 0,1689 

(Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

Goodness of fit test) 
 

 

Demand per customer 

for  end product 6 
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Demand per customer 

for  end product 9 

 

Number of values: 

96 

 

P-Value: 0,0004 

(Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

Goodness of fit test) 
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for  end product 10 
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Demand per customer 

for  end product 13 
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Appendix III-C Distribution fitting; the inter arrival timed of customer orders per end 

product 

Data of one year is taken (Nov 2009 till Nov 2010) for all distribution fittings (see Appendix III.A for an 

explanation) 

Information Plot 
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Inter Arrival Time of 

customer orders for 

end product 5 

 

Number of values: 
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(Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

Goodness of fit test) 
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Inter Arrival Time of 

customer orders for 

end product 9 

 

Number of values: 

95 

 

P-Value: 0,1629 

(Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

Goodness of fit test) 
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Inter Arrival Time of 

customer orders for 

end product 13 

 

Number of values: 

59 

 

P-Value: 0,5218 

(Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

Goodness of fit test) 
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Appendix III.D: Distribution fitting: the total reacting time per batch 

Data of one year is taken (Nov 2009 till Nov 2010) for the distribution fitting on the variable reaction 

time, since data about earlier periods is not available for all input and data about earlier periods 

could have a large bias due to the effect of the economical crisis (Peels, Udenio, Fransoo, Wolfs, & 

Hendrikx, 2009). 

Information Plot 

 

Total Reaction time 

 

Number of values: 

298 

 

P-Value: 0,156559 
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Goodness of fit test) 
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Appendix V: Intermediate groups suitable for PDT 

 

Group1 

 

 

Group 2 

 

 

 

Group 3 

 

 

 

Group 4 
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Group 5 

 

 

Group 6 
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Appendix VI: variable used in analytical model 

 

Input variables: z  Number of end products �  Number of intermediate groups   Number of reactors in the system 

p  Number of priority classes in the system 

k  Index number of priority classes �1� :  Index number of the first end product in intermediate group j (j = 1,2,…,6) �2� :  Index number of the last end product in intermediate group j (j = 1,2,…,6) 

 �H   Arrival rate of normal order of end product i per time unit (i = 1,2,…,n) �H,`]a�   Arrival rate of bulk orders of end product i per time unit (i = 1,2,…,n) ����   Overall arrival rate ����� =  ∑ �H�H	
 � per time unit ��   Arrival rate of order of intermediate group j per time unit (j = 1,2,…,m)  �#KH�%    Expected average demand per customer for normal orders of product i (i = 1,2,…,n) F#KH�%    Standard deviation of the demand per customer for normal orders of end product i  

(i = 1,2,…,n) �#K��%    Expected average demand per customer of intermediate product j (j = 1,2,…,m) F#K��%    Standard deviation of demand per customer of intermediate product j (j = 1,2,…,m) �#KH,`]a�� %    Expected average demand per customer for bulk orders of end product i (i = 1,2,…,n) 

 �a,   eHt   Fixed labour costs per batch in the mixing phase �a,   �amD�  Labour costs for cleaning per batch in the mixing phase �e,   uHa�mv   Material costs for filtering per batch in the mixing phase �e,   �amD�   Material costs for cleaning per batch in the mixing phase ��,H    Production related cost price of end product i (i = 1,2,…,n) ��,�    Production related cost price of intermediate product  (    Carrying charge in euro/euro/time unit 

 �  Total time of a single cleaning IH   Total processing time for mixing, filtering and filling for end product i (i = 1,2,…,n) �#0H%  Average processing time of a reactor for end product i (i = 1,2,…,n) 0  Weighted average of the individual processing times of all end products at a reactor F#0H%  Standard deviation of the processing time of a reactor for end product i (i = 1,2,…,n) �#0�%  Average processing time of a reactor for intermediate product j (j = 1,2,…,m) F#0�%  Standard deviation of the processing time of a reactor for intermediate product j  

(j = 1,2,…,m) 

 

Dependent variables: μ  Production rate of each reactor per time unit (µ= 1/S) "  Occupation rate of total system (" = � � ∗ E�⁄ ) "�  Occupation rate for orders of priority class k  �"H = �H E�⁄  (k = 1,2,…,p) �  Mean number of jobs in the queue either waiting or in execution �� = ���� ∗ 0� 
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�#KH�7
, 71%%  Expected total demand of end product i during interval �7
, 71%, with �7
, 71% =  

  {�|7
 < � ≤ 71} and (i = 1,2,…,n) 

F[KH�7
, 71%%  Standard deviation of the total demand of end product i during interval �7
, 71%, with 

  �7
, 71% = {�|71 < � ≤ 72} and (i = 1,2,…,n) 

�[K��7
, 71%%  Expected total demand of end product j during interval �7
, 71%, with �7
, 71% =  

  {�|7
 < � ≤ 71} and (j = 1,2,…,m) 

F[K��7
, 71%%  Standard deviation of the total demand of end product j during interval �7
, 71%, with 

  �7
, 71% = {�|71 < � ≤ 72} and (j = 1,2,…,m) 

 

�[$%  Expected average residual processing time 

�[�%  Expected average time of a single cleaning 

F[�%  Standard deviation of the time of a single cleaning 

�[GH%   Expected average lead time of an order of end product i (i = 1,2,…,n); time between 

the placement and receipt  of an internal end product work order 

F[GH%   Standard deviation of the lead time of an order of end product i (i = 1,2,…,n); time 

between the placement and receipt  of an internal end product work order 

�[G�%   Expected average lead time of an order of intermediate product j (j = 1,2,…,m); time 

between the placement and receipt  of an internal intermediate work order 

F[G�%   Standard deviation of the lead time of an order of end product j (j = 1,2,…,m); time 

between the placement and receipt  of an internal intermediate work order 

�[��%  Average waiting time of an order of priority class k (k = 1,2,…,p) 

�[�H%  Average waiting time of an order of end product i (i = 1,2,…,n) 

F[�H%  Standard deviation of the waiting time of an order of end product i (i = 1,2,…,n) 

�[��%  Average waiting time of an order of intermediate product j (j = 1,2,…,m) 

F[��%  Standard deviation of waiting time of an order of intermediate product j (j = 1,2,…,m) 

 

�[$�H%   Expected length of a replenishment cycle of end product i (i = 1,2,…,n) 

�[RH%  Expected additional time gained with the bulk orders per single time unit for end 

product i (i = 1,2,…,n) 

�[VH%   Expected size of an unplanned arrival (oversize) for end product i (i = 1,2,…,n).  This 

parameter represents the growth of the inventory position each time a bulk order 

occurs. �[VH% = TH − �[KH,`]a�� % 
�[WH%   Expected average amount of product which arrives due to bulk orders during a 

replenishment cycle for end product i (i = 1,2,…,n) 

 SH  Reorder level for end product i (i = 1,2,…,n) 

S�   Reorder level for intermediate product j (j = 1,2,…,m) 

TH  Order quantity for end product i (equal to the batch size) (i = 1,2,…,n) 

T�  Order quantity for intermediate product j (equal to the batch size) (j = 1,2,…,m) 

SSH  Expected net stock of end product i immediately before arrival of a replenished order 

(safety stock) (i = 1,2,…,n) 

SS�   Expected net stock of intermediate product j immediately before arrival of a 

replenishment order (safety stock) (j = 1,2,…,m) 
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�[MH%  Expected undershoot for end product i (i = 1,2,…,n) 

F[MH%  Standard deviation of the undershoot for end product i (i = 1,2,…,n) 

�[M�%  Expected undershoot for intemediate product j (j = 1,2,…,m) 

F[M�%  Standard deviation of the undershoot for intermediate product j (j = 1,2,…,m) 

NH         First parameter of the gamma distribution of the demand during lead time for end 

product i (i = 1,2,…,n) 

OH         Second parameter of the gamma distribution of the demand during lead time for end 

product i (i = 1,2,…,n) 

N�         First parameter of the gamma distribution of the demand during lead time for 

intermediate product j (j = 1,2,…,m) 

O�         Second parameter of the gamma distribution of the demand during lead time for 

intermediate product j (j = 1,2,…,m) 

6
  Probability of being out-of-stock just before a replenishment order arrives 

 

TH,���  Optimal Order Quantity in mixing phase for end product i (i = 1,2,…,n) 

�VTH    Economic Order Quantity (the Wilson lot size) for end product i (i = 1,2,…,n) 

W1,H  Shortage costing for end product i (i = 1,2,…,n)  

6�� ≥ ))H Probability that u (variable of the unit normal distribution) is larger than a certain 

value k for end product i (i = 1,2,…,n) (6�� > ))H = 1- the standard normal cumulative 

function) 

&]�))   Normal probability density function for the unit normal distribution 

P��))H  Normal loss function for end product i (i = 1,2,…,n)  

(Gu�)) = &��)) − [6�� > )) ∗ )%) 

)H  Safety factor related to unit normal distribution for end product i (i = 1,2,…,n)  

 

\H  Unit variable costs of end product i (i = 1,2,…,n) (euro/unit) 

�`D���  Total fixed costs per batch 

�H�k,H  :   Inventory related costs for end product i (i = 1,2,…,n) 

�H�k,� :   Inventory related costs for intermediate product j (j = 1,2,…,m) 

o :   Total amount of batches in mixing phase per time unit 

� :   Total amount of cleanings in the mixing phase per time unit for intermediate group j  

(j = 1,2,…,m)  

6�) :   Expected probability that a cleaning is necessary in a certain batch 

 

Output variables:  

61  Long-run fraction of total demand, which is being delivered from stock on hand (fill-

rate) 

�[lH%  Expected average inventory level of end product  i (i = 1,2,…,n) �[l�%  Expected average inventory level of intermediate product  j (j = 1,2,…,m) 

�H�k   Total inventory related costs per time unit �a    Total fixed labour costs in mixing phase per time unit �e    Total material costs in mixing phase per time unit 
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Appendix VII: Calculation steps for calculation the mean and variance of the waiting time 

 

 E =   0�
�¡

¢7 +   7¡
�

��, 9)1
����) ∗ ;�<��,D)>�?@)�¢7 (41)  

 

 E = 0 + £−���, 9) ∗ 7 − ����)) ∗ ;�<��,D)>�?@)�¤
�

¡
 

(41.1)  

 

 E = ����) (41.2) 

 

 F1 =   0�
�¡

¢7   71¡
�

��, 9)1
����) ∗ ;�<��,D)>�?@)�¢7 − E1 

(42)  

 

 F1 = £r−���, 9) ∗ 7 − 2����) ∗ 7 − 2 ����)1
��, 9) s ∗ ;�<��,D)>�?@)�¤

�

¡
− ����)1 (42.1) 

 

 F1 = ����)1�2 − ��, 9))
��, 9)  (42.2)  
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Appendix VIII: small simulation experiment for verifying statement lead time 

 

M/G/4 Priority class 1       Priority class 2       

Run  1 2 3 4 5   1 2 3 4 5   

 

λ1 0.0003587   λ2 0.00032051     

Waiting time 73 78 74 73 74 74 115 112 108 112 105 110 

Reactor time 1985 1985 1985 1985 1985 1985 1985 1985 1985 1985 1985 1985 

Total 2058 2063 2059 2058 2059 2059 2100 2097 2093 2097 2090 2095 

Berekend           2058           2095 

 

                        

Sdev WT 200 208 204 206 205 205 314 324 310 305 312 313 

Sdev RT 548 548 548 548 548 548 548 548 548 548 548 548 

Sdev Tot 583 586 585 585 585 585 632 637 630 627 631 631 

berekend           585           630 

 

M/G/4 Priority class 3       Priority class 4       

Run  1 2 3 4 5   1 2 3 4 5   

 λ3 0.00009402     λ 0.00110653     

Waiting time 157 148 135 154 145 148 210 215 208 225 220 216 

Reactor time 1985 1985 1985 1985 1985 1985 1985 1985 1985 1985 1985 1985 

Total 2142 2133 2120 2139 2130 2133 2195 2200 2193 2210 2205 2201 

Berekend           2132           2202 

                         

Sdev WT 425 416 419 410 438 422 624 631 604 615 613 617 

Sdev RT 548 548 548 548 548 548 548 548 548 548 548 548 

Sdev Tot 693 688 690 684 702 691 830 836 816 824 822 826 

berekend           686           819 

 

In the table above it can be seen that the simulated values are the same as the calculated values. 
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Appendix IX: Difference in waiting time of fixed reactors versus flexible reactor 

 

M/G/1 Fixed   M/G/4 Variable 

Completely fixed Completely variable 

λ 0.00027663 λ 0.0011065 

S 1942.01 S 1942.01 

Var(S) 286580 Var(S) 286580 

E(S^2) 4057992 E(S^2) 4057991.7 

  

 

    

Sigma(S) 535.331566 Sigma(S) 535.33157 

  

 

    

Ro 0.53722486 Ro 0.5372249 

E(W) 1127.21839 E(W) 114.28 
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Appendix X: Differences on inventories dependent on batch size 

 

  Inventory levels dependent on reactor Comparison   

ProductID Large Medium Small Difference L/M Difference L/S 

1 16735 11750 6794 4985 9941 

2 13252 8384 3710 4868 9542 

3 12271 7497 3103 4774 9168 

4 24195 19282 14455 4913 9741 

5 16201 11227 6299 4974 9902 

6 15319 10334 5378 4985 9941 

7 20717 15738 10789 4979 9928 

8 13442 8622 3978 4820 9464 

9 21942 16967 12021 4975 9921 

10 10740 6363 2689 4377 8052 

11 13883 8928 4060 4955 9823 

12 0 0 0 0 0 

13 0 0 0 0 0 

14 13547 8591 3721 4956 9826 

15 14810 9824 4868 4985 9942 

16 12964 8106 3472 4859 9493 

17 21586 16623 11707 4963 9878 

18 0 0 0 0 0 

19 0 0 0 0 0 

20 13916 8953 4061 4964 9855 

21 18448 13459 8490 4989 9959 

22 13052 8139 3393 4912 9659 

23 32570 27608 22677 4962 9894 

24 14122 9157 4261 4965 9861 

25 13960 9011 4153 4949 9807 

26 13108 8283 3676 4825 9432 

27 13706 8754 3897 4952 9809 

28 13795 8832 3940 4964 9855 

29 28633 23659 18710 4974 9923 

30 26436 21456 16499 4980 9937 

31 20524 15533 10556 4991 9968 

32 13069 8238 3627 4830 9442 

33 13197 8312 3625 4884 9572 

34 13684 8727 3856 4957 9829 

35 13957 8978 4043 4979 9914 

36 15000 10000 5000 5000 10000 

37 14508 9512 4526 4996 9982 

38 12545 7772 3300 4773 9245 

39 13203 8374 3753 4829 9450 

40 13420 8520 3793 4900 9627 

41 0 0 0 0 0 
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42 0 0 0 0 0 

43 14661 9664 4673 4997 9988 

44 16491 11516 6589 4975 9902 

45 15000 10000 5000 5000 10000 

46 20639 15657 10705 4981 9934 

47 14247 9257 4287 4990 9960 

48 13394 8486 3737 4908 9657 

49 12483 7713 3246 4770 9237 

50 10624 6350 2725 4273 7898 

51 14561 9562 4562 5000 9999 

52 12520 7717 3202 4803 9317 

53 14240 9253 4292 4987 9948 

54 12817 7945 3314 4872 9503 

55 20608 15644 10726 4964 9882 

56 16356 11379 6445 4977 9911 

57 14053 9070 4122 4983 9931 

58 18928 13938 8968 4989 9960 

59 32106 27140 22203 4966 9903 

60 29871 24927 20026 4944 9845 

61 11258 6643 2590 4615 8668 

62 12834 8017 3460 4817 9374 

63 13019 8101 3341 4919 9678 

64 13181 8257 3480 4923 9700 

65 13652 8701 3846 4951 9806 

66 14024 9044 4105 4980 9919 

67 13946 8969 4039 4977 9907 

68 13602 8637 3743 4965 9859 

69 14163 9181 4236 4982 9926 

70 12883 8090 3549 4792 9334 

71 14294 9304 4333 4990 9962 

72 12892 8144 3649 4748 9243 

73 13398 8463 3654 4935 9744 

74 15003 10012 5039 4991 9964 

75 15308 10322 5363 4986 9945 

76 13674 8794 4062 4880 9611 

77 17700 12716 7760 4984 9940 

78 14252 9271 4328 4981 9924 

79 20011 15045 10131 4965 9880 

80 22045 17086 12178 4959 9868 

81 0 0 0 0 0 

82 22679 17713 12792 4966 9887 

83 16882 11892 6918 4991 9964 

84 19267 14293 9362 4973 9904 

85 14521 9526 4540 4995 9981 

86 20503 15534 10608 4969 9895 

87 16476 11487 6520 4989 9956 
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88 14819 9835 4882 4984 9937 

89 26369 21422 16524 4947 9845 

90 14619 9622 4632 4997 9987 

91 17522 12550 7623 4973 9899 

92 15359 10385 5463 4973 9896 

93 13958 8978 4038 4980 9920 

94 25638 20648 15672 4989 9965 

95 13784 8819 3924 4965 9860 

96 13703 8852 4147 4851 9556 

97 20286 15354 10507 4932 9779 

98 28209 23283 18416 4927 9793 

99 14505 9527 4592 4978 9913 

100 9069 5022 1988 4046 7081 
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Appendix XI: Indication of the analytical model 
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Appendix XII: Validation of analytical model 

 

ProductID Real  

Inventory Level 

Calculated 

Inventory Level 

Simulated  

Inventory level 

1 13454 12519 13633 

2 14331 13357 14996 

3 11421 13322 13746 

4 15037 24447 26589 

5 16001 17384 16456 

6 28269 28419 28461 

7 31866 30536 30442 

8 16046 16105 17917 

9 17640 25708 15972 

10 12364 11739 14701 

11 20107 16221 24469 

12 206 0 0 

13 720 0 0 

14 15268 8635 12983 

15 19609 12376 16234 

16 8441 8220 8638 

17 15583 19248 18499 

18 0 0 0 

19 0 0 0 

20 3200 5381 4573 

21 7143 9803 9208 

22 18173 15216 24817 

23 34592 25244 33181 

24 25270 21749 20225 

25 41382 10216 38155 

26 16229 15193 15547 

27 7800 10054 10330 

28 6143 5179 5813 

29 25838 25219 28806 

30 31706 17576 33472 

31 5001 5382 4685 

32 28240 26280 28077 

33 13997 19119 21722 

34 18115 6138 18608 

35 12391 9775 13548 

36 19736 17500 19413 

37 12988 13023 11881 

38 13748 12677 13396 

39 23066 8809 21526 

40 10152 13426 13883 
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41 0 0 0 

42 432 0 0 

43 4963 4166 4993 

44 10986 10966 12006 

45 6433 5000 6338 

46 15429 13095 21183 

47 1480 1008 1859 

48 4256 5654 5417 

49 19243 14442 15469 

50 10245 10649 12887 

51 11611 7065 11359 

52 20781 22920 20454 

53 11571 18443 15359 

54 7088 4007 10594 

55 9463 9506 10179 

56 11481 14520 14143 

57 23961 6656 21219 

58 92258 10271 25654 

59 26619 23008 30016 

60 43214 32489 34007 

61 25659 25983 25690 

62 9117 5760 9698 

63 23357 23001 30790 

64 11614 10945 11038 

65 19710 13682 18254 

66 12339 12368 11992 

67 7577 5556 8122 

68 20279 18880 19495 

69 8292 7153 18225 

70 33552 33076 31521 

71 17574 10980 13196 

72 15891 13751 13861 

73 4924 3992 3937 

74 6107 9239 13169 

75 8743 10812 10315 

76 10400 5970 8909 

77 10803 9845 12214 

78 9957 6823 9546 

79 45216 16433 20303 

80 35750 28244 46920 

81 22413 22990 25098 

82 16611 27719 16616 

83 14180 6536 14428 

84 12877 13490 16378 

85 48292 12637 23761 
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86 26745 30227 33168 

87 7154 8044 12781 

88 8050 12877 7849 

89 8674 8379 10587 

90 15121 26617 26262 

91 10414 18381 17644 

92 12860 12639 12289 

93 7885 7007 13149 

94 15241 15743 15044 

95 11378 14830 13985 

96 4075 4346 4586 

97 18263 21106 21186 

98 58893 28912 37154 

99 4363 4192 4041 

100 31502 31697 32888 

  1654638 1365921 1693879 
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Appendix XIII: Calculations about utilization per intermediate group if a mixer is fixedly 

allocated 

 

M/D/1   M/D/1   M/D/1   

IntermediateGroup1 IntermediateGroup2 IntermediateGroup3 

λ1 7.6586E-05 λ2 3.865E-05 λ3 4.699E-05 

S 1320.00 S 1320.00 S 1320.00 

Var(S) 0 Var(S) 0 Var(S) 0 

E(S^2) 1742400 E(S^2) 1742400 E(S^2) 1742400 

Sigma(S) 0 Sigma(S) 0 Sigma(S) 0 

Ro1 0.10109393 Ro2 0.0510212 Ro3 0.0620216 

E(W) 74.2257669 E(W) 35.484419 E(W) 43.640926 

 

M/D/1   M/D/1   M/D/1   

IntermediateGroup4 IntermediateGroup5 IntermediateGroup6 

λ4 4.4167E-05 λ5 7.484E-05 λ6 0.0001339 

S 1320.00 S 1320.00 S 1680.00 

Var(S) 0 Var(S) 0 Var(S) 0 

E(S^2) 1742400 E(S^2) 1742400 E(S^2) 2822400 

Sigma(S) 0 Sigma(S) 0 Sigma(S) 0 

Ro4 0.05830052 Ro5 0.0987873 Ro6 0.2249855 

E(W) 40.86053 E(W) 72.346526 E(W) 243.85062 
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Appendix XIV: comparison of the non technical features of two simulation packages 

 

Feature ExtendSim CPN Tools 

Manual available ++ + 

Online support available - - - 

Personal support available - ++ 

Freedom of modelling - ++ 

Robustness of model + - 

Errors and bugs in software - - 

Easy to understand the model for outsiders ++ - 

Easy to make adaptations to input parameters - + 

Maintainability of a model - + 

Speed of simulation ++ - 

Output can easily be translated into Excel - - - 

Knowledge already available at DNR+ + - - 
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Appendix XV: Indication of the simulation model 

 

The white box represents a hierarchical block. The green figure represents a flow of a customer- and/ 

or work order and the yellow figure represent the input or output of specific data. Not the total 

simulation model is depicted since it is too large, but the figure below give a good indication of what 

it looks like. 

 

 
Main process 

 

 
Production process 
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Reacting process 

 

 

Example calculation: determination of the average stock age 
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Appendix XVI: results on each of the output variables for each individual intermediate 

group 

 

Comparison of the Current Situation with the Intermediate Group 1 Situation 

Cost Item      Current   New Diff 

Cleaning #Cleanings reactor (average per year) ??   ??     

  #Cleanings mixer (average per year) 0   0     

  Labour Cost (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ???   ???   

  Material Cost (?? kg a ?? €/kg)   ??????   ??????   

  Total Cleaning Costs (per year)   ??????   ?????? -5308 

                

Storage Intmediate Stock (CC 0,08 €/€/year) 0 0 ?????? ??????   

  End product Stock (CC 0,08 €/€/year) ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????   

  Off Spec stock (CC  0,08 €/€/year) ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????   

  Total Stock Costs (per year)   ??????  ?????? -12153 

                

Reacting #Batches (Average per year) ??????   ??????     

  Labour Cost (??hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   

  Total Reacting Costs (per year)   ??????   ?????? -825 

                

Mixing #Batches (Average per year) ??????   ??????     

  Labour Cost (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   

  Total Mixing Costs (per year)   ??????   ?????? 8656 

                

Filtering #Batches (Average per year) ??????   ??????     

  Labour Cost fixed (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   

  # Filter Changes (Average per year) ??????   ??????     

  Labour FilterChange (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   

  Material Cost (?? €/change)   ??????   ??????   

  Total Filtering Costs (per year)   ??????   ?????? 964 

                

Total Difference Costs          -8665 

 

Description     Current New Difference 

Service Level     ?????? ?????? 0.005 

Average Delivery Time Fert, Non strat (days) ?????? ?????? -0.06 

  Fert, StratCustomer (days) ?????? ?????? -0.02 

  Fert, StratProduct (days) ?????? ?????? 0.00 

  Bulk, Non strat (days) ?????? ?????? -0.14 

  Bulk, StratCustomer (days) ?????? ?????? -0.52 

  Bulk, StratProduct (days) ?????? ?????? 0.00 

Average Stock Age   (days) ?????? ?????? -7.00 

Average Maximum Stock Age   (days) ?????? ?????? -16.00 

Utilization Reactors     ?????? ?????? -0.02 

Utilization Mixers     ?????? ?????? 0.19 

Average Waiting Time Reactor   (min) ?????? ?????? 9.33 
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Comparison of the Current Situation with PDT situation for Intermediate Group 2 

Cost Item    Current 

 

  New       Diff 

Cleaning #Cleanings reactor (average per year) ??     ??     

  #Cleanings mixer (average per year) 0     0     

  Labour Cost (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ???     ???   

  Material Cost (?? kg a ?? €/kg) ??????       ????? 

  

Total Cleaning 

Costs (per year)   ??????     ?????? 0 

                  

Storage Intmediate Stock (CC 0,08 €/€/year) 0 0   ?????? ??????   

  End product Stock (CC 0,08 €/€/year) ?????? ??????   ?????? ??????   

  Off Spec stock (CC  0,08 €/€/year) ?????? ??????   ?????? ??????   

  Total Stock Costs (per year)   ??????    ?????? -3375 

                  

Reacting #Batches (Average per year) ??????     ??????     

  Labour Cost (??hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????     ??????   

  

Total Reacting 

Costs (per year)   

?????? 

    

?????? 

-242 

                  

Mixing #Batches (Average per year) ??????     ??????     

  Labour Cost (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????     ??????   

  Total Mixing Costs (per year)   ??????     ?????? 4092 

                  

Filtering #Batches (Average per year) ??????     ??????     

  Labour Cost fixed (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????     ??????   

  # Filter Changes (Average per year) ??????     ??????     

  

Labour Changing 

Filter (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   

?????? 

    

?????? 

  

  Material Cost (?? €/change)   ??????     ??????   

  Total Filtering Costs (per year)   ??????     ?????? 382 

                  

Total Difference Costs          857 

 

Description     Current New Difference 

Service Level     ?????? ?????? 0.001 

Average Delivery Time Fert, Non strat (days) ?????? ?????? -0.01 

  Fert, StratCustomer (days) ?????? ?????? 0.00 

  Fert, StratProduct (days) ?????? ?????? 0.00 

  Bulk, Non strat (days) ?????? ?????? -0.15 

  Bulk, StratCustomer (days) ?????? ?????? -0.28 

  Bulk, StratProduct (days) ?????? ?????? 0.00 

Average Stock Age   (days) ?????? ?????? -0.70 

Average Maximum Stock Age   (days) ?????? ?????? -2.61 

Utilization Reactors     ?????? ?????? 0.00 

Utilization Mixers     ?????? ?????? 0.02 

Average Waiting Time Reactor   (min) ?????? ?????? 5.98 
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Comparison of the Current Situation with the New situation for Intermediate Group 3   

Cost Item      Current   New Diff 

Cleaning #Cleanings reactor (average per year) ??   ??     

  #Cleanings mixer (average per year) 0   0     

  Labour Cost (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ???   ???   

  Material Cost (?? kg a ?? €/kg)   ??????   ??????   

  Total Cleaning Costs (per year)   ??????   ?????? 0 

                

Storage Intmediate Stock (CC 0,08 €/€/year) 0 0 ?????? ??????   

  End product Stock (CC 0,08 €/€/year) ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????   

  Off Spec stock (CC  0,08 €/€/year) ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????   

  Total Stock Costs (per year)   ??????  ?????? -1794 

                

Reacting #Batches (Average per year) ??????   ??????     

  Labour Cost (??hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   

  Total Reacting Costs (per year)   ??????   ?????? 50 

                

Mixing #Batches (Average per year) ??????   ??????     

  Labour Cost (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   

  Total Mixing Costs (per year)   ??????   ?????? 3845 

                

Filtering #Batches (Average per year) ??????   ??????     

  Labour Cost fixed (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   

  # Filter Changes (Average per year) ??????   ??????     

  Labour FilterChange (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   

  Material Cost (?? €/change)   ??????   ??????   

  Total Filtering Costs (per year)   ??????   ?????? 515 

                

Total Difference Costs           2615 

 

 

Description     Current New Diff 

Service Level     ?????? ?????? 0.01 

Average Delivery Time Fert, Non strat (days) ?????? ?????? -0.01 

  Fert, StratCustomer (days) ?????? ?????? -0.01 

  Fert, StratProduct (days) ?????? ?????? 0.00 

  Bulk, Non strat (days) ?????? ?????? -0.28 

  Bulk, StratCustomer (days) ?????? ?????? -0.34 

  Bulk, StratProduct (days) ?????? ?????? 0.00 

Average Stock Age   (days) ?????? ?????? 0.00 

Average Maximum Stock Age   (days) ?????? ?????? -7.00 

Utilization Reactors     ?????? ?????? 0.00 

Utilization Mixers     ?????? ?????? 0.03 

Average Waiting Time Reactor   (min) ?????? ?????? -7.89 
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Comparison of the Current Situation with the New sitaution for Intermediate Group 4   

Cost Item       Current   New Diff 

Cleaning #Cleanings reactor (average per year) ??   ??     

  #Cleanings mixer (average per year) 0   0     

  Labour Cost (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ???   ???   

  Material Cost (?? kg a ?? €/kg)   ??????   ??????   

  Total Cleaning Costs (per year)   ??????   ?????? -8847 

                

Storage Intmediate Stock (CC 0,08 €/€/year) 0 0 ?????? ??????   

  End product Stock (CC 0,08 €/€/year) ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????   

  Off Spec stock (CC  0,08 €/€/year) ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????   

  Total Stock Costs (per year)   ??????  ?????? -4581 

                

Reacting #Batches (Average per year) ??????   ??????     

  Labour Cost (??hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   

  Total Reacting Costs (per year)   ??????   ?????? -1116 

                

Mixing #Batches (Average per year) ??????   ??????     

  Labour Cost (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   

  Total Mixing Costs (per year)   ??????   ?????? 4585 

                

Filtering #Batches (Average per year) ??????   ??????     

  Labour Cost fixed (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   

  # Filter Changes (Average per year) ??????   ??????     

  Labour FilterChange (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   

  Material Cost (?? €/change)   ??????   ??????   

  Total Filtering Costs (per year)   ??????   ?????? 817 

                

Total Difference Costs           -9142 

 

 

Description     Current New Difference 

Service Level     ?????? ?????? 0.003 

Average Delivery Time Fert, Non strat (days) ?????? ?????? 0.00 

  Fert, StratCustomer (days) ?????? ?????? -0.01 

  Fert, StratProduct (days) ?????? ?????? 0.00 

  Bulk, Non strat (days) ?????? ?????? -0.29 

  Bulk, StratCustomer (days) ?????? ?????? 0.00 

  Bulk, StratProduct (days) ?????? ?????? 0.00 

Average Stock Age   (days) ?????? ?????? -0.03 

Average Maximum Stock Age   (days) ?????? ?????? -11.27 

Utilization Reactors     ?????? ?????? -0.01 

Utilization Mixers     ?????? ?????? 0.03 

Average Waiting Time Reactor   (min) ?????? ?????? -20.31 
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Comparison of the Current Situation with the New sitaution for Intermediate Group 5   

Cost Item      Current   New Diff 

Cleaning #Cleanings reactor (average per year) ??   ??     

  #Cleanings mixer (average per year) 0   0     

  Labour Cost (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ???   ???   

  Material Cost (?? kg a ?? €/kg)   ??????   ??????   

  Total Cleaning Costs (per year)   ??????   ?????? -1769 

                

Storage Intmediate Stock (CC 0,08 €/€/year) 0 0 ?????? ??????   

  End product Stock (CC 0,08 €/€/year) ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????   

  Off Spec stock (CC  0,08 €/€/year) ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????   

  Total Stock Costs (per year)   ??????  ?????? -5669 

                

Reacting #Batches (Average per year) ??????   ??????     

  Labour Cost (??hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   

  Total Reacting Costs (per year)   ??????   ?????? 341 

                

Mixing #Batches (Average per year) ??????   ??????     

  Labour Cost (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   

  Total Mixing Costs (per year)   ??????   ?????? 2982 

                

Filtering #Batches (Average per year) ??????   ??????     

  Labour Cost fixed (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   

  # Filter Changes (Average per year) ??????   ??????     

  Labour FilterChange (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   

  Material Cost (?? €/change)   ??????   ??????   

  Total Filtering Costs (per year)   ??????   ?????? 512 

                

Total Difference Costs            -3604 

 

Description     Current New Diff 

Service Level     ?????? ?????? 0.004 

Average Delivery Time Fert, Non strat (days) ?????? ?????? -0.01 

  Fert, StratCustomer (days) ?????? ?????? -0.01 

  Fert, StratProduct (days) ?????? ?????? 0.00 

  Bulk, Non strat (days) ?????? ?????? -0.66 

  Bulk, StratCustomer (days) ?????? ?????? -0.91 

  Bulk, StratProduct (days) ?????? ?????? 0.00 

Average Stock Age   (days) ?????? ?????? 2.02 

Average Maximum Stock Age   (days) ?????? ?????? 6.20 

Utilization Reactors     ?????? ?????? -0.01 

Utilization Mixers     ?????? ?????? 0.03 

Average Waiting Time Reactor   (min) ?????? ?????? -20.31 
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Comparison of the Current Situation with the New sitaution for Intermediate Group 6   

Cost Item      Current   New Diff 

Cleaning #Cleanings reactor (average per year) ??   ??     

  #Cleanings mixer (average per year) 0   0     

  Labour Cost (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ???   ???   

  Material Cost (?? kg a ?? €/kg)   ??????   ??????   

  Total Cleaning Costs (per year)   ??????   ?????? -1769 

                

Storage Intmediate Stock (CC 0,08 €/€/year) 0 0 ?????? ?????? 

   End product Stock (CC 0,08 €/€/year) ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? 

   Off Spec stock (CC  0,08 €/€/year) ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? 

   Total Stock Costs (per year)   ??????  ?????? -9717 

                

Reacting #Batches (Average per year) ??????   ??????     

  Labour Cost (??hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   

  Total Reacting Costs (per year)   ??????   ?????? 924 

                

Mixing #Batches (Average per year) ??????   ??????     

  Labour Cost (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   

  Total Mixing Costs (per year)   ??????   ?????? 7669 

                

Filtering #Batches (Average per year) ??????   ??????     

  Labour Cost fixed (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   

  # Filter Changes (Average per year) ??????   ??????     

  Labour FilterChange (?? hrs a ?? €/hr)   ??????   ??????   

  Material Cost (?? €/change)   ??????   ??????   

  Total Filtering Costs (per year)   ??????   ?????? 872 

                

Total Difference Costs           -2022 

 

Description     Current New Diff 

Service Level     ?????? ?????? 0.005 

Average Delivery Time Fert, Non strat (days) ?????? ?????? 0.00 

  Fert, StratCustomer (days) ?????? ?????? 0.00 

  Fert, StratProduct (days) ?????? ?????? -0.13 

  Bulk, Non strat (days) ?????? ?????? 0.00 

  Bulk, StratCustomer (days) ?????? ?????? 0.00 

  Bulk, StratProduct (days) ?????? ?????? -1.40 

Average Stock Age   (days) ?????? ?????? -5.87 

Average Maximum Stock Age   (days) ?????? ?????? -23.96 

Utilization Reactors     ?????? ?????? 0.00 

Utilization Mixers     ?????? ?????? 0.04 

Average Waiting Time Reactor   (min) ?????? ?????? -0.44 
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Appendix XVII: reconsidering the MTO and MTS strategy 

 

ProductID ServiceLevel if MTO 

1 0.991 

2 0.984 

3 1.000 

4 0.962 

5 0.995 

6 0.808 

7 0.991 

8 0.992 

9 0.990 

10 0.947 

11 1.000 

12 0.877 

13 0.986 

14 1.000 

15 0.998 

16 0.967 

17 1.000 

18 1.000 

19 1.000 

20 0.994 

21 0.991 

22 0.975 

23 0.897 

24 0.945 

25 0.919 

26 0.972 

27 0.944 

28 0.962 

29 0.771 

30 0.993 

31 1.000 

32 0.976 

33 0.969 

34 0.586 

35 0.942 

36 0.935 

37 0.991 

38 0.978 

39 0.866 

40 1.000 

41 1.000 

42 0.904 

43 1.000 

44 0.997 

45 0.969 

46 0.937 

47 1.000 

48 0.984 

49 0.948 

50 0.943 

51 0.912 

52 0.891 

53 0.998 

54 0.835 

55 0.937 

56 0.992 

57 0.997 

58 0.880 

59 0.749 

60 0.982 

61 0.688 

62 0.906 

63 0.996 

64 0.980 

65 1.000 

66 0.982 

67 0.998 

68 1.000 

69 0.992 

70 0.918 

71 1.000 

72 0.948 

73 0.978 

74 1.000 

75 1.000 

76 0.850 

77 1.000 

78 1.000 

79 0.609 

80 0.358 

81 0.994 

82 0.955 

83 0.989 

84 0.960 

85 1.000 

86 0.983 

87 0.995 

88 1.000 

89 1.000 

90 1.000 

91 1.000 

92 0.844 

93 0.998 

94 0.935 

95 1.000 

96 0.996 

97 0.997 

98 0.987 

99 1.000 

100 0.980 

 

In the table above all the products which do not reach the desired service level if a MTO strategy is 

applied are marked grey. These products will receive an MTS strategy. 
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Appendix XVIII: Assumptions 

- The mixing process does not know any variation 

- The amount of specific raw materials used in end products does not change if the end 

product is produced out-of intermediates 

- Customer demand does not change after implementation of PDT. So although the service 

level increases and lead time reduces this does not lead to more demand 

- Cleaning takes the same amount of time, and the same amount of cleaning solution for every 

cleaning on every reactor 

- Cleaning solution is always available 

- Filters candles and filter bags are always available 

- All demand is stationary 

- Solvent is always available 

- A bulk order always fits into 1 tank car 

- Each arriving order is accepted 

- Mixing smaller batches takes the same amount of time as mixing larger batches 

- Cleaning the mixing vessels only takes the same amount of time and the same amount of 

cleaning solution as cleaning the reactors  

- An end product suitable for PDT is always made out of two different intermediate products 

- Intermediates are not perishable and the properties and specification remain constant over 

time. So the intermediate products can be stored as long as needed without having to 

discard intermediate products and without the need of additional steps 

- Raw materials are always available when needed 

- Different mixers can be seen as identical machines 

- Different reactors have the same minimal processing time 

- Delivery of a customer order can be done as soon as the end product is ready. This means 

that early deliveries are allowed. 

- Mixing an intermediate will on average take equally long processing times as mixing a non-

intermediate 

- Costs of keeping inventory are 8% of the total value of the stored item per year.  
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